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Cornrnerciaily avaiiabie Cornputer Assisted Instruction programs

and their implementation appear to be having an effect on elementary
education. The indiscriminate use of these programs may pose a threat to
the quahty of education some students receive. This exploratory research:
(1) examined the effectiveness of CA1 programs in the opinion of past and

present educational researchers, through a literature review; (2) discussed
the structure of the reading strand of one such prograrn currently in use in
some Canadian elementary schools; and through a case study involving a 6

week cornputer program intervention using 6 high, middle, and low
achievers tiom one grade six classroom (3) reflected on the relevance of
this program by measuring: pre- and post-intervention performance on the
Gates-MacGinitie standardized Reading Tests. Form D (1 965), the Johns

Basic Reading Inventory (1994), computer generated program reports and
invenigator conmucted format of instruction attitude queaiornaires and
self-concept survey. A focus group session docurnented student
perceptions about program use.
Findings in this case study indicated mixed results in ternis of
reading performance gains for high, middle, and low achieving students.
Performance seemed to be afEected by personal attributes, prograrn
characteristics, and scheduiing management and resource limitations.

It was concluded that, in this case students at al1 levels benefited to

some degree but that attitude had more influence on performance than on
the entering achievement level. Students remarked on the need for more
social interaction to facilitate leaming. More detaiied research into the

...

lu

numerous factors that Ultluenced penormance is required. Findings
suggea that caution is in order in the large scale implementation of
cornputer assisted instruction programs.
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NATURE OF THE STUDY

In an attempt to facilitate reading instruction there has been a resurgence of
comrnercialiy avdable Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) and Cornputer Based
Tnstniction (CBI) programs that are having an effect on elementary educational
practice in the 90s. The intention to reach large numbers of students at once
appean to be similar to the purpose such programs had in the 60s and 70s in

Canadian and American industry, the military, and colleges when technology was
used to m m very specific training needs. Many educators today welcome such
technology, both as a way to offer "teacher proof" instruction and to counter the
effect of reduced funding. With computer learning programs, many believe that
teachers can handle larger class sizes and that remediation to assist struggling
readers can be more easily implemented.
When this technology first appeared, Mcrocomputers and educational

software were viewed as a revolutionary sign post, pointing to a new era in
educational training. While some computer leaming programs seem to have

proven themselves successful in presenting content to large numbers of people
quickly and effectively there would seem to be many drawbacks to using them in
elementary schools. Grade school educators are thus begiMing to question the use
of CA1 prograrns for teaching reading processes. Indeed microcornputers and theû
various software have impacted every aspect of public and private education, and

the implication is that the effect will be long lasting.
Questions to be explored are whether or not such technologicai methods

are effective. 1s the impact of cornputer-assisted instruction using CA1or CBI
-1-

programs what educators and other stake holders want from our educational
system, at least in the elementary school years? Also, to what degra should such
programs be used in our schools?
This research:(l) examines the effectveness of CAI programs through a
literature review; (2) analyzes the stnicture of one strand of a program aimed at
enhancing reading performance (SuccessMaker,Reading Investigations, Computer
software, 1993); and (3) reflects on the relevance of this program by conducting an
exploratory case study involving six grade six students at three dBerent levels of

reading achievement (hi&

middle, and low) over a penod of six wedrs.

Significance of the Study
ThePqr

Widespread implementation of cornputer-assiaed l e m h g programs

without adequate research into their effectivemss is a concem. Past expenence
and current theory (Vygotsky, 1978; Glaser & Bassok, 1989; RuddeU, Ruddell, &

Singer 1994; Voss, Wiley & Carretero 1995; Palincsar 1998) provide new insight
into leaniing, teaching, and reading processes. These theories reinforce the need

to look carefuily at the pros and cons of computer instruction programs. For
example, Vygotsky postulates a zone of proximal development and a sociocultural
theory of leamhg in which teachers and more knowledgeable peers provide a
scaffold to help Iemers accomplish more than they could working on their own.
Depending on implementation, computer assiaed instruction programs may not
aiiow for such social interaction. Palincsar (1998) suggests that social
constructivism is founded on the CO-constructionof knowledge through the
interaction of social and individual processes and RuddeU, Ruddeii, and Singer
(1994) cite the work of several researchers demonstrating the positive influence
-2-

that social interaction has on laquage leaniing.
It was expected tbat this siudy would reveal benefits that make computer
software programs, as exempiified by the Reading Investigations strand ofthe
Successmaker program, a vaiuable resource for some students, but not for others.
Findings may or may not show that less able students benefit fiom using this
program yet their experience and performance may expose limitations to
computer- assisted leaniing, pointing out that caution in the implementing of such
programs is essential.

-I3e%a&
The underlying concem of this study is that affordable, advanced, computer
technology, presently available to school systems, is rapidly changing how we
leam, what we leam, and how we can leam. Teachers need to play an important
role in understanding and deciding how cornputers can best assist in the leaming
process. According to Bitter, Camuse, and Durbin (1993) simulations and
tutorials can be valuable leaming devices if'their use is integrated into the

cumculum at appropriate tirnes. Simulations should not serve as stand-done units,
but are most effective when used to iiiustrate sMls, ideas, and experiences first
explored by traditional means. According to Bitter, Camuse, and Durban (1993)

...the system should never be used as a complete instructional
plan for all students, despite the presence of an abundant
coiiection of computer-directed lessons. Discussions,
experiments, discovery, peer leaniing, small group instniction,
manipulation of concrete objects art, music, and many other
experiences and leamhg techniques have an hponant place in
-3-

lessons. The computerized system does not absolve the

instnictor fiorn planning for instruction... Language arts packages,

in pmicular, must be used with are. As many writing teachers
have noticed, leamhg grammatical subskills does not automatically
contribute to increased student wrïting skiil. The student may
answer al1 test questions correctly for a particular grammar skill.
But will they (the correct grammar rules) still be applied when the
next composition is Wntten? @p. 75-76).

Drill and practice, tutonals and simulations can be valuable in assisting
students to advance, but this focus should never be considered more than
supplemental to classroom study.
Atarmsa (1 99 1) dong with Alessi and Troiiip (199 1) identify cornputer-

assisted instruction as effective in drill, practice, and tutoring on previously studied
content. They feel, however, that the efficiency of such instructional programs
over traditional methods has yet to be proven.

Bitter, Camuse, and Durbin (1993) contend that cornputer-assisted
programs remain hear for the most part, and ignore dzerences in student
abilities. While conceding that branching tutorials in which users are directed to
the area of study identified by pretest performance do exia in some programs,
anaiysis shows their linear pattern is generdy resumed from there.

In a discussion of CA1and CBI, Bitter, Camuse and Durbin (1993)
recomrnend that we not prematurely accept the inevitability of robot teachers.
Contemplation of the speciai abilities humans possess and the provision of
experiences that are only possible under human guidance, understanding, and

leadership, are strongly advised.
Picciano (1998)refers to the effect educational theorists have had in
promothg the use of computers in society and education, pointing out that in this
las decade the tendency is to cal1 for a more cautious approach to the use of
computers and software in classrooms. Picciano rejects concepts of technocentric
instniction that render classroom teachers obsolete and the idea that computer
programs can do the job of instruction better than teachers.
Simple CAI, accordiig to Bailey (1993),is gone with the fads of the
1980s. Integration has evoived hto a more sophisticated set of cornputer-based

programs. However. evaluations of the many schools that have used an Integrated
Leanÿng Systmi program (TLS) have found that even when the use of ILS was

supporteci by M,outcomes were too complex to measure. There are benefits in

the individualization of instruction, the extensive reporting capabilities and
completeness of content, but caution was adviseci in placing too much faîith in
computer assisted programs and in investing too much tirne and money in them.

Summarv
Both theory and research seem to suggest caution in implernenting

cornputer-assisted instruction as a means to educate large numbers of students
eEectively. The total impact of usiig such programs must be studied and hdings
made known to al1 stake holders in public education before their
implementation is measured againa hancial costs. Only when much ftrther study
of program structure, operation, and content has been canied out should decisions

on degree of implementation be made.

Scope of the Study
A Cornputer-assisted instruction program typicaily presents information to

students in various ways and guides the students through a series of exercises, such
as practice and drills or tutonais, and assesses mident leaniing. The purpose of
this study is to investigate the effectiveness of one, comercially available,
cornputer-assisted instruction program. To accompiish this a purposive group of 6
students fiom one classroom was selected to spend 15 minutes per day for a six
week period on one strand of a program cded Reoding Invesngations (Computer
Curriculum Corporation, 1993). a computer assisted program designed to

...develop reading comprehension and thinking abilities by guiding
students through interesting and chailenging reading activities...
has three major components...lessons based on excerpts &om

books, strategy lessons, and a vocabulary strand...the Mx and

sequence o f lessons are determined by the system...on-line

resources include a Hint resource...the synem records their
responses and provides instniction that meets individual needs.
(p. 1, Teacher's Handbook).

The students were tested for (1) growth in reading achievernent as
meauired by the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (1965) and the Johns Reading
inventory (1994), admuiistered before and after exposure to the intervention, and
the computer program daily course reports and cumulative grouping reports,

administered by the program itself, (2) changes in attitude toward the use of
educational computer programs using the Evafuationof l'1stmciion Fonnot

Questionnaire (Appendix A); and (3) changes in attitude toward selfas a
-6-

cornpaent leamer using the Self Concept Survey (Appendu B).
ûther data sources included: (1) observing students using the program with

the intent of noting progress and indications of attitude changes through degree of
attentiveness; (2) discussing progress and attitude with individual students
periodically to discover their opinion of their own progress and attitude changes;
and (3) keeping notes about each student's performance on a daily basis. A focus
group session (Gredler, 1996) involving the researcher and participating students
was held at the conclusion of the program with the intention of bringing closure for

the students and providing an oppominity for them to share information,
perceptions, and feelings (Appendix C).

Clarification of CA1 and Cl31 Terms
There appears to be no consensus regarding a definition of either
cornputer-assisted instruction or computer-based instruction just as there appears
to be no one clear concept of best case application. Neither is there agreement on
the real benefits or total impact of such programs. Most researchers agree that
more study is needed to optimize the stmcnire and function of educational
computer programs, be they CA1 or CBI. Alessi and Trollip (1991) define CBI
programs as sMar to CA1 progams in that they present infornation, guide the
student through it, provide practice drills, and assess student leaming.
Bitter, Camuse, and Durbin (1993) define CAI as the use of computers for
instructional tasks. The terms educationai software, courseware, CBI (ComputerBased Instruction) and CMI (Computer-Managed Instruction) are also used with

no real distinction noted between them- The terms CA1 and CBI are used
synonymously to describe the application of cornputers for instructional tasks. The

types of CA1 idmtified are drill and practice, tutoriai, simulation, computermanaged hstruction, and problem solvhg. Drill and practice exercises to develop
skill or memory are included in tutonals after topics have b e n introduced and
leamers have corne in contact with facts, relationships, problems and vocabulary.
Presented in an interesthg format with accompanying audio and graphic support,
these sequential leaming tasks contain written explanations, descriptions,

questions, problems, graphic illustrations for concept development, and drill and
practice activities, as weii as follow-up exercises to assia the student in ski11 and
subject mastery. There are typicaily pretests and postteas related to prograrn
objectives that detennine mastery.
The distinction between "drill and practice", "computer managed
instruction", and "tutorials" is oAen difficult as many computer programs are
intended to serve many of the same objectives.
Picciano (1998) also uses the ternis CA1 and CBI synonymously. CAI,
one of the earliest terms used to refer generically to computer applications in
education, is typicaîiy defined as the use of the computer to assia in the
instructionai process especially in drill and practice, and nitonals. CBI is also used

as a generic term, to refer to the use of a computer as part of an instructional
presentation, for example, an interactive video.
Bailey (1993) defines Cornputer-based Integrated Leaming Systems (ILS)
as complex integrated hardware/soAware management systems using computerbased instruction. Characteristically such programs contain specified haructional
objectives with related lessons that may fit any standard cumculum. The
courseware usuaîiy spans several grade levels and is delivered on a networked

system of microcornputen or terminais. The management synem collects and
records the results of student performance.
-8-

Svnthesis
The definition of Computer Assisted Instruction varies fiom researcher to
researcher much as the use varies from teacher to teacher. Generally speaking
thougb, CA1 and CBI involve the use of a computer to present various foms of

instruction to students. Computer programs provide for interaction between
shident and computer systems and are designed to help the student l e m new
material or improve skills and knowledge of materials previously studied. The

programs theoretidy are to involve the snidents actively in the learning process
at their own pace, providing reinforcement and immediate feedback. The program

types are primarily tutorial, drill and practice, games, and simulations with the
promise of discovery and problem solving in future generations of programs.

HaWig identified the primary use as drill and practice with tutorials usually
containing a linear series of exercises, these programs traditionally ignore
individual student performance. Recently, advanced technology improved the
presentation and flexibility of integrated Ieaniing systems. Branching and
continuous mident-centered placement within the prograrns is now possible with
immediate feedback in the moa recently available programs. Compared to
ciassroom practice, simulation is one area, that for safetytssake, computer leanllng
systems may excel- in physics, chemiary and driver education classes for
example.

CAI prograrns are generally viewed as more primitive than CBI programs
which are more commonly tied to maidtames or are associated with
microcornputers and nemorks. Computer Managed Information programs (CMI)

use the computer to track student achievement and plot the course of midies for
each student. CM1 programs are more administrative in nature. The danger of
integrated CAI, CBI, and CM1 programs becomhg the whole program and
-9-

ninning independently of teacher instruction is recognized by some researchers.

Questions for Study

1. In this study, is Cornputer-Assisted Instruction, as represented by the

Reading Investigations strand of the Successmaker program, effective for 6 grade
six students. For example, do low-achievers benefit more fiom this program than
Mddle and high-achievers as assessed by performance on the Successmaker

Reading Strand's daiiy course reports and cumulative grouping reports, on the
Gates-MacGinitie standardized Reading Tests (1 965)and the Johns Basic Reading
Inventory (1994)?
2. What is the impact of this computer instruction program on:(l) attitude

toward using a specitic computer program as an instructional format; and (2) selfconcept as measured by the respective questio~aireand surveys (see appendices),

and informed by the focus group discussion?
3. Given these results, how appropriate is the use that is currently being made

of one such cornputer-assisted instruction program?

.-

Reading that is done for the experience of reading itself
rather than for what is remembered after having rad.

c.
CAL As suggested, this tem is difncult to
define as the definition varies fiom author to author. Typically it is a computer
program that presents Uiforrnation, guides the student through it, provides practice
drills, and assesses student leaniuig.

CBL S i d a r to CAX depending on the author
cited. Usuaiiy interpreted as a computer program intended to teach some fonn of
skili or segment of content using drills and tutorials.
-10-

CCC of Pa10 Alto, California. The
reference is to a manufacturer of a cornputer-based instruction program in reading,
laquage arts, and mathematics. It is used to refer to the computer program that
the students participating in this study are familiar with.

Cornautermananement CMI. A computer program system
that directs and evaluates the progress of a shident through a series of studies and
exercisesve PsJrc;hPlnSJ. An approach in psychology that tries to interpret
behaviour, emotions, etc., in terms of the knowledge or image of reality.
ve skills. SWs used by an individual in constmcting an understanding
of concepts or events within one's environment. Examples of cognitive skills
would be ceasonhg or problem solving.

ILS is a comprehensive system
covenng everythg from lesson plans to integration of electronic media (Anglin,
1995) in the presentation of educational materials to students.

Constnictivism. The concept that knowledge is developed by the student from
d experiences and that the opportunities provided a mident to 'construct'
knowledge are of more signincance than the previously constructed 'knowledge'
presented to a student by a teacher.
t

.

.A unit of study containing specific objectives, like segments
of information and skiils, assembled in a workbook-like package, that is contracted
to a student for study. The mident contracts to complete the work within an
agreed upon period of tirne and demonstrate an acceptable level of cornpetence
with the stated objectives prior to being allowed to proceed with other study.

. .
b
Testing
.
to masure a mident's ability relative to
total mastery of a body of knowledge, as for example an idormal reading
inventory (iRI).

EnnlishESL. The study of English by non-English
speaking students.

Focusnroun.
An interview format seeking to discover in-depth information
about a small number of issues. The focus group consists of a smaii group of
people, being used to elicit information, and a rnoderator, asking 6 to 10 openended questions to stirnulate fiee and open discussion on certain topics. The
session lasts approximately 1 to 2 hours.
-1 1-

.

.*

A s w e y that rneasures a student's
performance with regard to Vocabulary. Reading Comprehension, and Reading
Rates and compares individual performance to the performance of midents in the
norming group.

Personal Those characteristics that factor into a person's persodity.
In this study, the term refers to being a selfistarter, h a h g a sense of cornmitment
to one's studies, level of maturity, and personaly valuing education.
PLATO. Plato iv was a
modified version of Plato designed to collect data on monthiy usage.

Remediation. Concerned with the correction of faulty study habits and the
O

O

raishg of a pupil's general cornpetence. SUS-basedd3erentia.i teachg.
t

D

(SM) Used to measure the disposition of the
student toward some function, object, or treatment. In this study the instrument
was designed to measure changes in attitude toward the program used in the
intervention as weîl as the use of a computer program as a format of instruction.

m.
Prior knowledge that bMgs individual meaning to what is

constnrcted fiom what is r a d .

. . Those situations where the individual becomes
3:ask-inualved
caught up in the activity and defines self as successful, with the activity becoming
both the means and the end.

M.The presentation of intensive instruction given to an individual by a
cornputer program acting as the tutor. Emphasis is usually concentrated more on
concept and skill development being instructional than the usual d a and practice
exercise.

c.

Cognitive development is measured by the
distance between what a student can perform hdependently and what he or she
can do with assistance. Vygotsky (1978) called this distance the zone of proximal
development. Vygotsky further stated that instruction should be aimed at the zone
of proximal developrnent in order that learning lead development.

CHAPTER II

R E m W OF RELATED LITERA-

Beginning with an historicaî perspective on instmctional methodology since

the tum of the century and identifjing the origin of cornputer instruction
technology, this chapter reviews the iiterature on compter-assisted instruction and
attempts to reveal t s controversial nature. The viewpoints of various researchers

reveal some of the many pros and cons of cornputer-assisted programs that are key
concems in this study.

Historical Perspectives: Education and Technology

Methods of instruction have never been natic because lemhg theories
have conaantly changed, as have the intentions, not only of the teacher, but also
the social and private forces that ofien drive change. According to Anglin (1995),
pre 20s cumcula and instmctional designs were strongly intluenced by the concept
that empincally tested principles could be used to formulate effective instruction.
Instruction, it was felt, should lead midents to accompiish socidy usefiil goals.
The abilities and achievements of the students and the eectiveness of that
instruction were empirically measurable. Curriculum experts and notable

researcbs, Thomdike (as cited in Baker, 1973 and Saettler1968) for exarnple,
beiieved instnictionai design should be scientificdy faunded.

With the 20s came the beginnuig of an instructional shifi focusing on the
-1 3-

individual. This h s t was to last well into the 40s and beyond. Bobbitt's
(Bobbitt, 1971) concept of teaching speciiic skills which directed individuais into
waiting social niches plus the emergence of job and task aaalysis that directed the
pieceml instruction of skills, led to the construction of outcomes statements and
objective driven leaming, one offshoot of which was contract leamhg.
Tyler's (1949,1969), behavioral objectives and formative evaiuation fiirther
encouraged this shift in focus toward the student in education in the 40s and 50s.

Ildmums
In the 1940s media training in the form of films, introduced the age of
instructional technology in the training of World War II military. The media

training was essentially objectives-driven. The next decade, the SOS, was
characterized by a rapid growth in programmed insuuciion. Anaiytical processes
important ta instructional design developed, encouraged by Skimerian operant
conditioning and Bloom's taxonomy of the cognitive domain (1956). Direct
instruction teaching?the form of instruction that most effectively incorporates the
concept of behaviorism (Anglin, 1995), relied completely on the tacher 'informing'
the student of the %est' response or outcorne. This fonn of instruction, especidy
when taken out of context was later found to have little transfer to higher order

cognitive skiils (Palincsar, 1998), such as reasoning and problem solving. It
provided the workbook format that was later copied for early cornputer-based
programs. Bloom's taxonomy of the cognitive domain (1956) dso supported the
concept and use of outcomes. The instructionai design required to produce those
outcomes later became basic to the structure of cornputer-assisted programs of
instruction (Anglin, 1995). According to Pett and Grabinger (ui Anglin, 1995), the
40s and 50s were remarkable for the development of audiovisual technology
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...still pictures, charis and posters, buIletin boards and displays,
slides, overhead transparencies.. .tape recordings, and in some
places, filmstnps and motion pictures.. .(ASA16)..-1antern slide
projectors...3 5mm siides...had no automatic features.. .were
teacher based and included the elements of planning, production,

-

u t h t i o n and to a limited extent, evaluation. Research base for
designing.. .was limited.. .@p. 305-306).

In the 604 Glaser's (1962) critenon-referenced measures used to test the

student's competency in the objectives, as described by the instnictional system,
encouraged a science of instructional technology. Psychological research in
processes of leaniing and educational practice were brought closer together. In
this decade audio-visuai technology advances provided 35 mm, automatic and
remote slide presentations; large projection, overheads; electrostatic copiers; and
audiocassette recorders, that provided faster production of educational materials.
This instructional technology moved into the classroom for the purpose of
modeling or demonstrating and reinforcing learnhg, possibly better than teachers
could, definitely more conveniently than teachers.

The 70s saw further development in instructionai design models and the
processes of analysis intended to assist in construction of the objectives of

instnictional systems. Cognitive psychology began to play a role in the rehement
of instructional design and there was the beginning of a shift away from svictly
behavioral outcornes and objectives towards needs assessrnent (Anglin, 1995).
Computer technology was begjnning to show a limited presence in schools in the
latter years of this decade, with simple drill and practice programs.
-15-
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The 80s and early 90s saw a proliferation of personal computers of many

varieties with printers and accompanying educational programs. The early
Mcrocomputers had limiteci memory and operated at slow speeds. The programs
were simple. Trends in the 90s were characterized by increasing cornputer
capacities that were faster and capable of networking to supply complex programs
to larger number of midents at one tirne. Computer costs also dropped
significantly, although computers are still very expensive. Research that has
implications for instruction is happening on aii fionts of the technological advance.

Theoretical Background

Direct instruction, as emphasized in the 60s and 70s has proven to be
effective in teaching content but not effective in supporting higher order cognitive
processes such as reasonuig and problem solving (Anglin, 1995). The studies of
information and cognitive processing have become central in educational research.

The socioculturai revolution and search for explanations of the mechanisms of
leaming have led some theorists to focus on l e m h g in out-of-school settings and
the development of leaming skills through social interaction (Palinscar, 1998).

John-Steiner and Mahn (1996) believe there is an interdependence of social and
individual processes that fûnction together in the CO-constructionof knowledge.
The sharing of one's thinking with another, they feel, tends to create deeper
cognitive processing.
Social origuis of leaming is a concept that many weU known education

theorists have espoused over the years. Two such are Piaget and Vygotsky.
According to Piaget's sociocognitive confîict theory, cognitive connict, created by
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social interaction resdting in disequilibrium for the leamer, forces inteUeaual
development (Piaget, 1970). Students show cognitive growth when a shifi in
thinking is requind in order to regain lost equilibrium or to gain new cognitive
skills. AU higher psychological fiinctions, he claims, are intemalized, social
relationships and constitute the social structure of personality, according to
Vygotskyk genetic law of development (Valsiner, 1987). Valsinef s quote stems
from Vygotsky's theory that:

Every fùnction in the cultural development of the child cornes on

the stage twice, in two respects: first in the social, later in the
psychological, fim in relations between people as an
interpsychological category, afienvards within the child as an
intrapsychological category...Al1 higher psychological fùndions
are intemahed relationships of the social kind, and constitute
the social structure of personality (p. 67).

Stated in Vygotsky's own words (1978, p.90) "Leaniing awakens a variety of
intemal developmental processes that are able to operate only when the child is
interacting with people in his environment and with bis peen". An important
Vygotskwi premise is that leamhg leads development. Ifleanillig does in fact
lead developrnent, instruction should be aimed at this zone of proximal
development h order that leaming and cognitive development be kept apace.
According to Vygotsky, computen and other materials used to enable this leaniing

are simply tools to assist in the constxuction of knowledge and problem solving.

Learning is accomplished socidy, however. From a Vygotskian perspective

...cognitive developrnent is studied by examining the processes

that one participates in when engaged in shared endeavors and
how this engagement iduences engagement in their activities.
Development occurs as children l e m general concepts and
p ~ c i p l e that
s can be applied to new tasks and problems.

(Palinscar, 1998, pp. 3-4).

If leaniing is a social process, the question is whether cornputer-assisted

instruction can be effective.

Emergence of Cornputer-Assisted Instruction
The 1980s were charaaerized by the emergence and proliferation of
microcornputers. Programmers started to use leaming theory from psychology to
establish technological engineering strategies for the production of educational

sohare. The use of research and theory fkom cognitive psychology in tum
encouraged the broadening of the theoretical and analyticai bases upon which
educational computer programs were connxucted.

The gap between research in cognitive psychology in the development of
computer programs in education and practice have persisted into the 90s. The
promise of hi@ quality, easily applied, programmed instruction, with the potential
for 'produckg' more competent students more econornically, was and is something
that few school divisions can resist, and it appears many of the same issues faced in

the 60s and 70s when computer instruction programs first became widespread are

being faced once more. Current CBI and CA?programs are more elaborate and
conform more to modem theories of leaniing, but still fa11 short of the educationai
panacea promised. There are many benefits to these programs, but they, like
everything else, corne with a cost. Even though the new programs are more
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sophisticated technically, oAen including interactive audio-visuals and Mme simple
problem solving tasks, they are lacking in a number of ways. Blanchard, Mason

and Daniel (1987) list advantages and disadvantages regarding the use of
computers in teaching reading and reading assessment.

Advantanes
1. There is unlimited patience. The machindprogram does not show

hstration with repetitive failure or lack of effort or any of those attitudes or
behaviors that elicit tacher response.
2. There is unlimited potential for accelerating individual progress 6ee

âom social interference. A student may progress far more rapidly than the rest of
the class with no disruption to others and may also progress much mon slowly and
still cause no upset to class routines. Students do not need to feel peer pressure
because they are not progressing as quickly as the rest of the class.
3. There is unlimited adaptability and potential for individualization. Ifthe

program is sophisticated enough it will adapt its instruction to suit the needs of
each individuai. The mident is progressing independently and can spend extra
thne on those concepts that pertain to his own level of achievement.

4. There is unlimited aorage and recall of results. The storage space and

procedures for interpretating pefiormance is hnited only by the memory
docation of the program. Cornputer memory capacity is usually very large.
5. There is limited examiner and response bias. With no human

interpretation of test results, there should be no bias.

6.There is immediate feedback and continued testing and level adjustment.
Because the work completed by the mident is assessed, task by task, instant
feedback is typical of most CA1 or CBI programs.
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7. There is an uifinite number of readily available practical exercises.

Especially in the drill and practice of specific sMls, any number of exercises can be
ready and waiting for the student to complete.
8. There is an uninhibited environment that encourages risk taking and

effort. Because interaction is with the computer program, students need not fear
cnticism for making errors. If errors persist the program simply reteaches the
material until the student achieves at a high enough rate to be allowed to proceed.
These apparent advantages make the use of CA1 and CBI programs
tempting in the extreme. However Blanchard and his colleagues (1987) also list

disadvantages.

1. Dehumanization and depersonaliration occur for both the student and

the teacher. Packaged computer programs also interfere with the teacher's role of
directing the mident's leaming.
2. Costs of hardware and software are hi$ initially and because of the cos

of developing and updating both hardware and software, site Iicenses are hi*.
3. There are computer literacy requirernents. Students and teachers using

computer based reading assessrnent mua learn to use the computer, its software,
and its supporthg penpheral devices. Preparation for the actual running of CAI or

CBI programs is ofien lengthy.
4. The marketplace mentality of the companies seliing their product h d s

its way imo the classroorns. The motivation of the marketplace creating a new
generation of customers [ends a somewhat sinister side to student involvement
with educational software-

5. The confidentiaiity of a student's progress is easily violated.

Mechanical fdures are disastrous with this type of instruction. The programs are
running or not and in this way flexibility is lost. There is no 'partial' solution.

6. Limited cornputer-based assessment research raises questions about

ciifferences between conventional and cornputer-based assessment. 1s the computer
able to test and select materials to instnict or drill a student adequately according
to level of achievement? 1s the program capable of properly ident@ing areas of

leaming daculty? Cm it distinguish a semantic fiom a syntactic error?
7. Text presentation on a screen also raises questions. There are many

differences between looking at a screen and reading fiom a book. The clarity of
images on the screen, the text presentation rate, and simple mechanics are al1
sources of potential problems relating to the viability of assessment.
8. Program centered learning provides few decision making options for the

student. Student centered activity and self direction are not provided for
adequately.
Another concem voiced by D. Iilynka (personal communication,
September 13, 1999) is that quality is assumed to be automatically excellent. On
the contrary, the program may be quite average.
These disadvantages should serve to caution educators against rushing
unquestioningly into the wholesale use of CAI and CBI programs. Such programs
need to undergo detailed testing and be implemented cautiously and appropriately

in the intereas of quaiity education. A concem for educaton is that plugghg
midents in to CA1 and CBI reading and remediation programs wili become
acceptable praaice. Such programs are ostensibly designed to test, identi@
weahesses, and drill for improvement without the benefit of a qualified tacher to
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monitor progress effectively. To a degree, such a practice is what some educators
are convinced is a viable educational alternative. The use of these programs is not
necessdy a bad thing in itself, as long as the technology is used as a tool and does
not become the foundation for teaching in any subject, especiaiiy reading. The
tendency is there, though, for both administration and teachers to ovenise the tool

that is cheapest and most convenient. A nagging concem is whether CA1 and CBI
computer resources will become the primary mode of instruction.

In the division in which this research was conducted, the Successmaker
System, a product of Cornputer Cunicuium Corporation (CCC) of Su~yvale,
Califomia is the main form of remediation received by some students. The
rationale behind this seems to be that the use of such programs Cees the
resource/remedial teacher to work with 'special needs' midents, who now f d
under her ever broadening umbrella. The problem is that classrûom teachers either
do not feel they have the tirne to give individuai remedial instruction because of
large class sizes and a high percentage of low fiuictioning midents, or do not know
how to approach reading remediation within the classroom setting. Whatever the
reason, in some junsdictions, computer programs may be misused. This situation
requires monitoring.

Development of Computer-Assisted Instruction
As indicated, early computer programs consisted basically of drills on

specific skiils in a van0etyof subject areas, primarily math (Roblyer, 1985). The

programs were aimed chiefly at college level and were employed by the military,
coUeges, and industry. From there, such prograrns found their way into grade

schools, stiii focusing on the drill and praaice of basic sMs. Programming
languages were not as user fiiendly as they are today. What emerged were

programs of very limited depth and scope providing only rudimentary drill on
isolated basic SUS.
There was littie interaction beyond the question-answer,
right-wrong, page tuming, response format. Even so teachers and midents aiike
found the programs to be somewhat effective in a t h e and motion, production-iine

way (Bobbit, 1971). Computer programs appeared to improve cost effectiveness
and provide an end product of somewhat similar quality to traditionai methods.
Assessments of program efficiency were ofien positive and theu popularity gained
momentum. In faa the use of CA1 and CBI was touted as being more effective in
teaching skills than traditional methods (Roblyer, 1985; Spencer, 1988; Blanchard,

Mason, & Daniel 1987). One study (Morgan, 198 1) also found that college
students performed better on examinations after using cornputer-assisted leaniing
programs. Morgan compared the examination scores of university students in CA1

programs with those of students participating in conventional cfassroom
instruction. With mode of instruction being the only factor differing, it was shown
that compared to conventional classroom instruction snidents penormed a 24%

better on a written formai e x d a t i o n of skiils after ushg the CARE CAI
program. Morgan makes the sarne case with another CAI called PLATO,showing
it to be more proficient at drilling midents and at preparing them for a final
examination of those skills treated than conventional instruction.
Computer prograrns were show to be cost effective as weU. In a program
designed to track hours of use as wel as record achievement in a college setting,
there appeared to be no limits but day length to the hours that programs were used

in a day. After initial purchase, costs per hour of instruction were significantly less

than the cost of a teacher (Morgan, 198 1). As long as students had access to the
terminais, including evenings, the program could be used.

Although it is undentandable that people would view such systems
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favorably and look to computer programs fior answers to many of the problems

facing the then current educational concems, like hancing, time management,

individual leanllng differences, and regulated, predictable teaching methods, the
proposed panacea ofthe 60s and 70s did not materialire. After a cooling off period

in the late 70s and early 80s, there has, however, been a resurgence of CA1
programs with some real and some artificial improvements, mostly technical. This
has not, however, removed all of the disadvantages. A closer look at the research
and evolution of education theory provides some insight as to the source of moa

of these problems.
Stating a simple yet thorough definition of reading is a difncult thing to do

since the act of reading itself involves such complex processing. Initial reading
requires linguistic awareness to recognke letters and letter patterns that merge to
fom words. Through practice a shident's understanding of word forms grows and
a meaning vocabulary develops. Word recognition thus occurs through sight,
word analysis, and the processing of speüing patterns as weii as through meaning
and language sense. Through practice word identification becomes automatic,
thereby facilitating comprehension (Ehri, 1994). A reader's background
knowledge and purpose for reading also influence meaning development.
Comprehension requires the activation, maintaking, and refhing of ideas and

making interpretations that are reasonable and complete (Bransford, 1994).
Comprehension also requires that the reader, consciously or otherwise, knows that
the interpretations made make sense.

Frye (1963) discusses the need for reading narrative text in order that we
know where we stand in the scheme of things. He elaborates on how our literature

and Our culture effects, shapes, and govems Our lives. The more aesthdc reading
that midents are engaged in, the more awan students become of their humanity
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and the sooner self realization becomes possible. Frye stresses the need for the
whole picture to be made evident to the student Ïn order for this growth to occur.

The piece meal study of isolated skills on a computer is not going to give the
student this world view. Sloan (1991) also stresses the need for aesthetic reading

and the need to read narrative as weli as informative selections. i n a s d a r vein,
Rosenblatt (1983) stresses literature expenences in the development of language
and reading, and indicates setting, and personal and social experience as being
intrinsic to that expenence. Again, an isolated study of language features in a
computer-assisted learning program cannot possibly provide for this kind of
growth. With such a complex process and varied efferent and aesthetic outcornes

it is questionable whether a %and alone" computer program is sufncient.
Computers are sometimes treated as a way to facilitate reading
remediation. Walker (1992), in a discussion of remediation methodq relies on the
personal, interactive touch repeatedly. As discussed earlier in this chapter,
Vygotsky (1 978) discusses teaching to the zone of proximal development by

providing scafFolding that relies heavily on the judgment of howledgeable
teachers. He believes that children construa knowledge as they grow and
experience; that leamhg can iead development, hplying that socidy supponed
instruction and experience can lead to new growth; that persona1 development
cannot be separated fkom social development; and that language evolving h m
social interactions is central to mental development. The emphasis on the role
played by peer and teacher to support language and cognitive developrnent,
leading ultirnately to personai development, is clea..

The debate continues as to the benefits and ftnctions of educational
computer programs and although there are still devotees of existing computer
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programs, cnticism seems to emphasize the lack of an underlying phiiosophy.
Cornputer-based programs thus appear to be criticized more for their lack of

teaching and learning principles than for the technical ~ a t e g i ethey
s employ.

Larkin and Chabay (1992) assert that CA1 programs address the existiag
needs of particular groups of students. They contend that specific programs
tailored to the individuai have the best chance of teachg effectively for the
domain, topic, and specific students by shaping the presentation of practical
expenences to fit the student, with specific leaming objectives in mind. In their
view, the exercises provided by interactive computer programs, which have the
characteristics of an excellent teacher, provide the medium for interaction benveen
teacher and student. Single CA1 prograrns are brief and deal with only a few
aspects of a domain, building the domain through the addition of segmented pieces

of knowledge. Integrated Teaching Systems (ITS) implement a set of instructional
principles sufficiently general to provide effective instruction for a variety of

teaching tasks. An ITS program is a management system that selects and ties
together other computer programs to produce a complete program of studies for a
student. Larkin and Chabay susgea that these computer-assisted leamhg
programs are strongly rooted in research on the psychology of leaming and
provide instruction to a broad range of students, following theories ofteaching and

leaming and shaping student performance.
Becker (1993), however, argues that while research evidence indicates that

ILS p r o p n s are becoming effective, they have not yet achieved their full
potential. Some disappointkg results have to do with the educational ideology of
autonomous t u t o ~ g .That is, the robot replaces the teacher. Instruction is
technologically driven. He feels programs must be based more on a complete and
accurate theory of effective classroom instruction and leaniing. There mua be an
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appropriate level of instruction containing challenging work and there must be
integration into the fiow of classroom work where the computer programs become
another tooi, like pend and paper.
Littlejohn (1997) questions the source of program content. Does it corne
from the task as provided by the program, the teacher or the midents? He
suggests that tasks that require students to work creatively and supply theu own
content are less frequently included in CA1 programs than current ideologies
would suggest they should be. Students are lefi disempowered, having timited
choice or control over the tasks they perfonn.
Milton (1997) stresses a lack of linguistic patterns in some computer
prograrn materials. He discusses networhg, text retnevai, and word processing
as three areas of technologicd promise that encourage language leamhg, but
States that technically and pedagogicdy it is more effective to provide rewriting
tools in a computer prograrn than one tbat models a human tutor. He also stresses,

as do so many other authors, that decontextuaiized instruction is useless in
encouraging language learning. He notes that current programs fail to aiiow the
student to access inamction on language skills pertinent to their specific needs.
Except for word processing components, little productive application of skills is
provided for, only feedback as to correctness of answers. Milton suggests that the
machine should either become a tool, or remain one, and not try to mode1 an
expert tutor.

Even though some research indicates that CM programs provide
demonstrably effective driii efficiently on specific skills, the question remains, are
we jun teaching skills? Accordhg to theorists (Sloan, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978),
teaching involves an expenential, inclusive, interactive, personalized, approach
which provides for mdent developrnent, supporteci by a professional teacher,
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gohg fu beyond the capabilities of existing computer programs, integrated or not.
Individual use of CA1 programs may further isolate students who function poorly

in the social settings of the classroom. If proficiency in isolated skiils is al1 that is
expected, the computer could wel be effective. But establishg a cornfortable,
non-threatening miheu, where effective learning and remediation occur
contiguously is a better scenario. It is desirable for students to capitalire on
classroom social support to reidorce leaniing. The effectiveness of social
interaction as reinforcement to leamhg which will later become intemalized is weU
recognized by all educators. Isolation from a social leaniing environment means an
absence of stimulation and reward that is a findamentai need for dl students. The
infinite patience and lack of bias in CAI and CBI programs are poor substitutes for
the interaction, howledge, emotional support, and encouragement offered by

expert teachen and classroom peers.
Maurer and Davidson (1998) suggest questions to ask before buying and

irnplementing teaching software. Will the Ieaming outcornes be met appropnately
through a computer program, or can they be achieved in some other way? Does
the software engage and acniaiiy encourage the student to leam? Is there enough

on-task time to advance leaniing according to the tirne and money invested? Are
there features that detract from leaming, either for the learner ushg the software,

or for the others in the room?
The concept of leamhg being hastened by increased t h e on task through
convenient computer access applies more at a college than elementary school level
at this point in tirne. The use of computers is facilitative where students are
mature enough to seek out computer instruction in theû fiee tirne or if there is
constant and easy access to CA1 and CBI any t h e that the mident wants it. This is
hardly the case with most elementary school students at this t h e . Eisting
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re~earchshows that age and achievement level are factors in the successfiil use of

CAI and CBI (Roblyer, 1985). While the system may work weli at the coliege level

with adults in industry or in the military, and perhaps with high school students, the

students who are targeted for CA1 instruction in elementary schools may be low
achievers who require more teacher intervention. This factor undemines one of
the positive aspects of CA1 use. CA1 and CBI do not necessarily reiieve teacher
involvement and in fact rnay distract from other leaniing activities that require
attention.
Another problem is that elementary students usuafly have to be scheduled
into over-crowded computer labs during the five and a h a , already busy, hours of
the school day. Theû progress requires close monitoring. This may have more to
do with program management than with the prograrns themselves.

The most effective type of instmdion occurs when the oppomnity
presents itself, at the teachable moment'. While isolated skills rnay be leamed
more quickly using CA1 because of increased Ume on task and concentration,
current theory and research show that leamhg methodologies processes, the
usefiilness of information and an appreciation of the whole subject are equaily as
imponmt (Schwab, 198 1). So although skiîis are necessary for rnastery, the basic
drill employed decades ago is no longer recognized as the single a h of leaniing.
According to Thompson and Montgomery (1 994) there is not enough
readily avaiiable and relevant research on the effectiveness of technology in

teaching reading and writing. Hemnann (1986) States that without relevant

research it is not possible to eaabîish a sound theory base and lacking this, the
instnictional wisdom used in establishing or implementing computer programs for
literacy is not reliable. Used on their own, existing prograrns appear to be very
restrictive for language development.
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Computer programs fail in teaching students how to lean effectivey
because they cannot supply the actual needs of the leaniing process, particularly in
the instruction of reading. Mathematical problem solving may lend itself to
computer instruction but the problem solving endemic to a reading lesson is
infinitely cornplex, having so many reader factors text factors, and factors of
context that it is difncult to establish effective computer programs (Rude, 1986).
Reading is a muhifaceted, complicated, thinking process that involves logic and
reasoning that is anything but bipolar and linear or compatible with that of a
computer.
Reading begins in uirly childhood with experimentation that must be
encouraged according to the student's individual personality (Lipson & Wixson,
1991). It progresses with continual experimentation and support w i t h the

student's zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) throughout the student's
reading career until a level of maturity and metacognition is reached that allow
midents to become their own best teachers through the implementation of selfsvuctured, self-rnonitored, self-evaluated processes (Lipson & Wison, 1991). AU

of this growth requires the coincidental development of operations such as writing,
speaking, listening, spelling (including inventive spelling and interpretation), social
interaction, shared reading and cntiquing (Sloan, 1991). This enorrnous process
includes the development and use of supportive knowledge systerns such as the use
of phonics, morphemes, syntax, and semantics. According to Chomsky (1971),
students should write first and then read. How a computer could interact with the

initial writings of a young student using invented spehgs and provide the delicate
balance of support, encouragement, and direction that a tacher and classroom
provide at this stage of development, is questionable. Computer programs seem
focused on atornistic, bottom up skills in reading development where recent theory
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suggests that reading is an inteptive process (Rumehart, 1983).
Motivational support and encouragement, so necessary for learning
something new and diflicult, cannot be sufnciently provided for by a final
percentage on a cornputer generated test or a "Yesthat is correct! Good for you!"
comment fiom a computer program. Mathewson (1994) developed a mode1 of
attitude influence which would argue against this very narrow and simpiistic
motivational approach. in his deveiopment of the Attitude Muence concept, he
shows that the comerstone concepts are fundamentai to reading and leaming to
rad. Sesconcept, values, and goals are at the heart ofwhat drives a person to
'do' (Ruddeii, Ruddell, & Singer, 1994). How do these concepts grow and mature
if exposure is relegated prharily to a computer? Mathewson's attitude influence
mode1 indicates that prevailing feelings about reading are strongly afEiected by
external motivators, incentives, purposes, noms and smings. The sociai plays a
large part in this. Ideas reconstructed fkom or related to a reading selection d l

lead to tiirther reading, thereby enhancing the reading process. At this point,
shared reading and discussion become Mponant. For young students to gain
insight into meaningfùl reading there must be an exchange of ideas. Again the
interaction with tacher and other students becomes important. Such complexity
prohibits the roie of the computer becoming dominant. Blease and Cohen (1990)
identi& CA1 and CBI as tools, not training packages, containhg tutonals drill and
practice exercises. These tools have a valuable part to play in classroom activities
but tend to be restrictive. These authon beiieve that computers should be used as

a tool in the pursuit of specified objectives defined by the users themselves.
Teachers have to show students how to use the programs and must be very
familiar with the programs and how to extract the exact material needed for each
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child in order for the technology to become effective. UUnrtunately, too often,
teachers dont have the ongoing support required to make the best use of the
technology and this may lead to misuse.
Simonson and Thompson (1990) state that although a combination of
iraditional instruction and CA1 proved to be wccessfil in raising cognitive and
aective performance in disadvantaged elementary students, the students rapidly
became bored with the computer programs. Aithough high-quality graphies, color,
sound, and animation are irnpressive, and tend to hold the students' attention
temporarily, Clark (1983) shows that technical quality done does not improve
learnhg. Properly designeci tutorials can, however, offer real advantages to
teachers and students.

Sumrnary
Currently, computer tutorial systems cannot reproduce the flexibiiity and
personal knowledge of an individual teacher interacting with a student, but
compared to using traditional or programmed texts can offer advantages over a
single teacher attempting to present material to large numbers of midents at once.

In evaluating tutorials, users need to ask pertinent questions. Does the design
offer oppominities for meaninBful interaction with the material? Does the program
d o w students to pradice new ideas and ask questions to test their hypothesis? Is

there individualkation that aiiows for Pace adjustment to suit the individuai? Socalled intelligent CA1 prograrns provide knowledge of the students dSculties,
tutors to remedy these specific dmculties, and creates a guided discovery program
for the student. However, traditional teacher input is required because too much
mident control and self-pacing can lead to lack of progress for some students.
There is a growing tendency in somejurisdictions to place remedial students ont0
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skiu-building programs rather than incorporating remediation as an ongoing part of
the leamhg process, especialiy within the reading program. To isolate specific

skilis fiom their intended use is usually non-producthe. Puiîing students out of the

regular flow of information and away fiom the activity of the rest of the class may
also be h a d in that students may miss out on new work and fd1 behind other
members of the class. They may be stigmatized. Missed instruction and
participation in class discussion necessary to stimulate prior knowledge, or to
introduce new vocabulary makes the leaming task more diiS6cult. If students are

absent from such activities, whether it is for remediation or not, they wiil have a
more d ~ c u ltime
t keeping up with regular class progress. The weaker students

need inclusion, acceptance, and encouragement, not isolation, labeting, or possibly

even exclusion. With computer program use there is little comrnuni*cationwith,
and l e s opportunity to write to, a known audience in a meaningful way. Even if
the computer is situated physically within the confines ofthe classroom, which is

fiscally impossible in many divisions, the student is often isolated.

CHAPTERrII
STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Method
A number of studies have been carried out in the general area of CAI and

CBI programs over the yuirs. One study, s i d a r to this was conducted by Olivia
N. Saracho, of the University of Maryland (1982). Although her investigation
folowed an experimental approach Saracho used elementary school students and

examined the effécts of CA1 programs on basic language slds achievement and
aîtitudes toward instruction. She used two groups, one a control that received
only traditional classroom instruction, and another that in addition to classroom
instruction received cornputer-assisted instruction, using a program published by
the Cornputer Curriculum Corporation of Pdo Alto, California. Her masures

involved the pre- and post-administration of the California Test of Basic Skills
(CTBS) and an attitude survey.
She found that the mdents who used the CM program showed greater

gains in ski11 level than the control group. but that the attitude of the test group
toward the use of CAI was less favorable after prolonged exposure. In a
discussion of results, Saracho points out that the CA1 group improved in skills, for
the mon part more than the control group, but notes that CA1 users had more thne

and drill on the specifk skills tested than the others. That factor in itseKcou1d

have had an impact on the results. If CAI use was responsible for the
improvement in the test group, Saracho suggests that it was the individualired
instruction, provision for active participation, immediate analysis of student
nsponses, and instant feedback that should be credited. The fact that the subjects
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were elementary students, with concepts of language aiready leamed in Spanish,

workhg at basic levels in English, Mght also have made the CA1 programs more
effective. Saracho suggests that her findings are consistent with similu, though not
identical, studies. Other authors agree, CAI prograrns are more effective than jus
traditional instruction (Spencer, 1988; Rude, 1986; Roblyer, 1985).
Based on the design of the Saracho (1982) study, in addition to
observation, this research will add standardized and criterion-referenced measures
of reading achievement as well as a measure of attitude.

This research however will employ a case study approach to explore
advantages and disadvantages of introducing computer-assisted instruction into a
classroom reading prognun. Compared to experimental designs, using a case

study approach allows the investigator to examine more variables such as the
setting, behaviors displayed, the motivations and the relationships arnong these
factors. As suggested by Lamy (1993), compiling case studies pennits the use of
narratives to describe or explain multifaceted situational idormation. Case studies

are therefore less rearicted in design and b ~ toglight fiirther questions for study.

Measlu3
In addition to daily course reports and cumulative reports tallied by the
computer program itse4 there were three kinds of measures used to document

change as a result of the CA1 intervention: (1) a standardized reading test used to
measure individual standings before and after the intervention; (2) a criterion

referenced reading test 0 used to measure persona1 changes in reading
achievement; (3) and two surveys, one to determine attitude changes toward use of

computer programs as a format of instruction and the other toward changes in
concept of self as an academic.
The Gates MacGinitie standardized reading test (1965), adrninistered to the
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entire class in March of 1998, was used for the academîc selection of participants

and as a test of the June acadernic standing of the students using the CA1 program.
It is a standardized reading test that detennines a student's level of achievement in
v o c a b u l ~cornprehension,
,
and speed and accuracy in identifLins words. The
vocabulary test is designed to sample meaning vocabulary. The mident is
presented with a key word aad chooses one of five alternative responses that

means nearly the same.
The speed and accuracy section tests how quickly a student reads with
comprehension by offering 36 short paragraphs of similar dficulty, each ending
with a question or incomplete sentence. The student has to choose the word that

best completes the sentence or answers the question. The allotment of tirne for
this section is short enough that few students complete all of it.

The comprehension section consists of 2 1 reading passages containhg 52
blank spaces in total. Each blank is provideci with five ternis from which the
student must chose the one that 'best' maintains meaning, sirnilar to a cloze
exercise.
The Gates-MacGinirie was chosen for several reasons: (1) the directions

are clear to both teacher and students and this lowers initial frustration,
allowing students to focus on the reading rather than the mechanics of the test; (2)
the layout and structure of the sample items are clear on the page and confusion

from written explanation is reduced by having students complete sample items
pnor to beginning the test; (3) the purpose of the test in this research is to give
information on the level of achievement in reading comprehension, which the
Gates-MacGinitie does weil (Buros, 1975), the test does not isolate dficuhies in
specific nibskills; (4) the test resuhs are not being used to determine
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level of fiustration or instruction, they are simply making a statemem of level of
achievement at two points in tirne, More and d e r the cornputer-assisted
intervention, (5) the sub-tests are easily scored and require only 30 to 35 minutes
to complete; and (6) the tasks are familiar to the teacher and students.
The Johns Basic Reading Inventory (Johns, 1994), a published informal
reading inventory (RI),was administered to al1 participants before and after the
intervention as a second measure of reading achievement. The Johns JRI consists
of a series of graded reading seldons that are used to identify a student's reading
level. Whereas the Gates-MacGinitie compares performance with that of other
students in a norming group and is therefore nom-referenced, the Johns IRI has
more face validity because it mirron what students are required to do in class
which is to r a d . The IRI was used to verify academic standing in the selection of
participants and as a more sensitive measure to ver@ improvement after the
intervention.
The students were tested for changes in attitude toward the use of
educational computer programs and attitude toward self as academics. Changes in
attitude toward educational computer programs were observed with pre- and posttesting using the instrument in Appendk A titled "Evaluation of Instruction
Format". Changes in self-esteem were observed with pre- and post-testing using
the instrument in Appendix B, titled "SelfConcept".
This questionnaire is

* he
v E

a set of eighteen questions developed by the investigator, aimed at obtaining
information on the students' degree of satisfaction with the use of computer
programs by asking them to rate, what were considered key aspects of such
programs, before and after the intervention. The Likert scde format was used and

in keeping with that format there was an almost equal number of positive and
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negative questions asked. Each question was foliowed by a set of response
options consisting of an quivalem to "strongly a-",

"agree", "undecided",

"disagree", and "strongiy disagree". The questions and response ternis were
altered to fit the questionnaire and be more comprehmsible to the grade six
students. They became "very much", "lots", "some", " not much", and "no".
Directions were aven that explained the task to be performed and the purpose of
the scale. Students were infonned that there were no nght or wrong answers. The
results of this i n m e n t were not scored as such, but were used sirnply to give an
indication of each student's satisfaction with the program. These changes were
noted in relative terms.

In developing the questions, the instructions, and rating scale were read
through and interpreted by students other than those in the hidy. Alterations
were made which afiorded clearest rneaning. Questions one through four
concentrate on persona1 use and enjoyrnent of using a computer for writing and
reading student's own and others' work. Question five indicates the degree of

familiarity the snident has with computers in general. Questions six, seven, nine,
ten, twelve, founeen, and sixteen indicate how user friendly the students perceive
computer prograrns to be and how much they enjoy using computers. Questions
twelve and nxteen demonstrate how the snident enjoys using the computer as
opposed to working with another person. Questions eight, eleven, thirteen, and
flfteen indicate the degree to which the student enjoys school work other than

-

using the computer for example with other students or with the teacher.
Question wventeen was used in order not to confuse midents who Wte to work on

the computer with those who shply like to work aione. Question eighteen was
provided for those students who might find it difncult to interpret questions and

assign a value, usirig the provided rating scale. This question was intentionaly
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open-ended in order that students couid express their opinion on the use of
computers in education. The difEerences in student's before and after responses
proMded infornation on attitude change.
T b e ~ c l f ~ o n c e Tahis
t survey,
~
developed by the investigator, was

aimed at measuring attitudes or beliefs the students have of themselves as

developing readers. Changes in belief measured after the intervention were used as
indicators that the program rnay have had an affect on the student's self-concept.
As with the questionnaire, the selfkoncept survey discussed what were considered

key factors before and d e r the intemention. The students were instructed to
focus on the last six weeks of school in responding to the ten questions. This
coincided with the tirne & m e of the intervention. They were given the option of
selecting more than one response on the first eight questions and were provided
two questions where they could respond in their own words. The wording of

questions, response terms and instructions was critiqued and altered to make them
easily understood by the students. The changes noted with the post-intervention
application were used as an indication of the possible effects of the intervention on
self-concept .
The self-concept survey begins by determiring both the students' rating of
themselves as readers and how they are currentiy progressing in their reading.

Since success or failure in other areas may colour students' attitudes toward
reading, question three gives an impression of how weil the students think they are
doing generally. Questions four, five, and six focus on the students' disposition to
working aione, with others, and on the computer. Questions eight and nine focus
on Wres and disiikes of using the computer in general. Questions nine and ten were

intentionally open-ended to provide students an oppominity to express their
feelings about computers without behg restricted by given descriptors.
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The small number of participants (6) from one classroom made the reiiable
use of statistical analysis invalid. D u ~ the
g computer sessions the tacher
conducted obsewations viewing the students as they worked on the computer,
noting progress, and at times discussing progress and keeping notes. A focus
group session was held at the conclusion of exposure to the program to detect
changes in attitude, but also in order to critique the program fiom the students'

point of view and to function as a suMning up for the students to conclude their

participation in the investigation. The Focus Group session was audio taped for
later, closer study.

Pariicioants
In the current investigation, 6 grade six students were selected according to
acadernic achievement in reading, using the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (1 965)

which was given to the entire class at the same t h e under the same conditions.

Two high, two middle, and two Iow performing students were selected, based on
grade level scores and on work habits demonstrated in class. A purposive
sample was chosen fiom the students volunteering to participate in the study in
order to see ifachievemnt level and attitude toward learning would have a bearing
on the effeaiveness of exposure to this computer program.

c.
Having scored in the 6th smine in cornprehension
on the Gates-MacGùiitie aandardized reading test and achieving a grade
quivalent of 8 in reading comprehension in the Johns Informai Reading Inventoty,
Case # 110 was considered a high level student. She was hard working in class

and wanted to do weli, but was not particulariy a self starter. She did not have as
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CMidd.
leaving attained the 4th stanine on the GatesMacGinitie standardized reading test and reaching hstration at grade 7 on the
oral and grade 6 on the silent reading selections on the IRI in March, student #
114 was considered an average achiever in the group of six. She also did very well

on the speed and accuracy and vocabulary sections of the Gates MacGinitie,

scoring in the 6th and 8th stanines respectively. This student was very hard
working with a strong commitment to her studies. She was of average ability and
used her ability to the West, never shying away fiom asking questions. She was
quiet, but enjoyed working with others and snick to a task, even in a group. She
was very concemed about getting work completed, being on tirne with work,
dohg extra, and achiewig high scores on tests. She was MW to the town and
class this year and this, in part, drove her to do weii and impress her new ffiends.
She was more concemed about scores than sorne students, but was equdly well
Iiked by the whole class.
In short, case 114 was a hard-working, average achiever with a strong
cornmitment to leaming. It was expected this student would do very well on the
program because of her drive.
Student # I l 5 was ako considered an average student having anained the
4th stanine in comprehension on the Gates MacGinitie standardized reading test

and reaching hstration at grade 7 on oral and grade 6 on silent comprehension in

the Johns IRI. He was a student of average ability, but was not very cornmitted to
his studies. He often had hcomplete work and this was quite an issue for part of
the year. He lacked interea in moa things happening in clau but when something
did interest hlln he did very weU at it. He had a real tendency to drift oEin class

and fiequently required help to stay on task. He was quite willing to resign
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responsibility for his work to others. He did not care much for reading and resists

Wnting although he had enjoyed some of the word processing opportunities in
langage arts.

W e case 115 was a capable rniddle-achever, he was a disinterested
student. It wasn't certain how weU he would perforrn but an exverne was expected
where he would lose interest and do very poorly or become excited about the
program and the computer and do very well.

w achievers. HaWig scored in the 4th stanine on the GatesMacGinitie standardized reading test and reaching fiustration at grade 6 in oral and
5 in silent comprehension on the Johns IRI in Match, student # I l 1 was considered

one of the low level students. He was very quiet and quite withdrawn in class. He
refbsed to answer questions or speak up in front of the class at ail for the fia few

months of the year. He did not show much cornmitment to his midies and was
easily defeated by new work, although he had responded well to the offer of extra

marks for take home remedial reading work. He spoke low German at home with
his parents, spoke English with an accent and was quite conscious of it. He was
teased a great deal in the past and this may be part of the problem with speaking

up in class. He had ody one fiiend in class and had little to do with many of the
other students at di. It was expected he would do better on the program than he
did in class because he would be able to work at his own speed and not have to
interact with other students.

In summary, student 111 was a low-achievhg, somewhat socidy
withdrawn student who, it was expected, would fare better without class
pressures.

Student # 1 13 was also considered one of the low-achieving shidents
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having the lowest comprehension score in the group on the Gates MacGinitie,
achieving only the 3rd stanine, and reaching hstration at grade 5 in both the silent

and oral comprehension in the Johns M.This student came from an immigrant
famiy kom South America and spoke low G e m at home. He was easiiy
distracted in class, needing constant reminders to stay on track, was too shy to join

in discussions, showing no personal cornmitment to school-related tasks. From
contact with the home it was apparent that there was little value placed on f o d
education. His other academics were poor and he was more concemed about
missing recess than passing grades. This student had only one real &end in class
whom he enjoyed playing or working with. Student 113 was ofien rejected by the
other students. His fiiend was included in the group of six students and that was
probably why he volunteered to participate in the study. It was hoped this would
be enough incentive for him to give the program an honest effort.
Student 113, in short, was a low-achieving student whose response was to

withdraw fiom class participation and social interaction. It was felt that he would
be moa helped with the relief firom social stresses in the class. However his
attitude toward academic work and the absence of someone to keep him on task
might cause problems with progress on the computer-assisted program.

. .
Reviewofreadinn
Al1 of the students seleaed to
*

participate in the study spent 15 minutes per day for a six week penod on a CM
program called "Reading Investigations", published by the Computer Curriculum
Corporation of Sumyvale, California (1 993).
The Reading Investigations strand of the Successmaker program (1993),
was used as the treaunent for the test group of six students.
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The Successmaker

program integrates leaming systems contairing a management prognim and
separate computer assisted instructional strands for reading, language,
mathematics, and the content areas. The publisher recornmends this program as
potentially appropriate for classroom presentations, but as functioning more
commonly as a program for the individual, noting that dynamic audio-visual
displays and interactivity spark interest while modeling strategies, reinforcing
skius, developing concepts, providing Uifonnation, stimulating discussion and
critical thinking, and improving overall comprehension. The program begîns by
assessing the student in the particuiar strand selected by the manager/teacher.
Mer determining the appropriate beginning level, the program instnicts, drills, and
continuously assesses student progress, constantly presenting slightly more
challenging material for the students to work on at their own instnictional level.
The Reading Investigations strand only was used for this investigation.
The computer work stations were located in the resource room and the
resource teacher or educational assistants were available to help midents
experiencing technical dficulties when needed.
The organization of "Reading Investigations" is based on three

components: e x c e p fessonsfrom such subject areas as science, social midies and
literature, strategy lessons and vocabui'' lesson. Each reading passage forms
the basis of a single tesson and cornes wîth a aated synopsis and skill objectives for

the teacher, and suggeaed writing activities for the student. The excerpts were
selected for readability level ushg the Dale-Chd and Hams-Jacobson formula,
and for quality and interest. For variation and to maintain interest there is a

continual rotation through literature, science, and social studies reading selections.

Each successive lesson is graded as being more difncult according to the
readability formula. An introduction is given to build background and develop
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motivation to read, and a writing component offered to activate prior knowledge
and involve students actively at the outset. During reading, the passage is
intempted by activities and exercises requiring tbat students reflect on content.
These activities might be either vocabulary or cloze exercises. As the student
progresses through the readhg, footnotes and a glossary or thesaurus are
accessible by clicking the mouse on either a trailing aaerisk or an icon in the tool
bar. Notebook activities are used for keeping notes and making predictions, taking
notes that are designed to keep students 'actively' involved. There are after-reading
activities that require the stating of viewpoints, assessing the leaming of facniai
information, and checking reading comprehension, for which a test score is given.

Each lesson focuses on several reading skilis such as: constructing

meaning, making inferences, concluding and generaiizing, identifjing main ideas,
understanding time order organkation, and many more. In addition there are nine
strategy lessons that defirte, describe and illustrate a particular reading strategy and
guide students through its application. The pattern for each lesson is similar,

narting with definition, explanation and proceeding to application. The strategy
lessons listed are: strategies for answering questions, KWL, cause-effect
organization, cornparison-contrast organization, time order organization, problemsolution o r g h t i o n , character andysis, figurative laquage study, and word
parts. The notebook is used to surnmarize what has been leamed and graphic
organizers are used for fùrther study. One graphic organizer is a detective's office

containing labeled objects representing components of the course: a bookcase for
reading selections, a fiie cabinet for strategy lessons, and a dictionary for
vocabulary study. The vocabulary stmd consias of words fiom readings,
presenting each word in three exercise formats, allowuig the student to progress to

the next word only ifmastery of the word is shown in each of three ways.
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Progrm developers contend that the effectvenessof instmction is due
partly to high quality graphics and the audio component with on-line voice. The
graphics are to hold a student's interest and facilitate the use of the program. The
audio is an electronic voice that fbnctions to introduce lessons, ask questions,
prompt, congratulate and motivate students.
Progress through the course is detennined by enrollment. Ifgiven no
options, by default the student goes through a common sequence of lessons and
activities. Within each component of the course, student performance dictates
progression. If the concepts are not grasped the fist tirne, extra exercises are
presented until mastery is gained.
Performance ievel is measured for each exercise. If indicated, a student
may repeat a aven strategy lesson more than once. Ifa student does not achieve a
mastery Ievel of 80% for a given skill, more exercises are presented using that skill.
Writing skills are unjudged as to comectness, but t h e spent in notebook is noted,

as are the number of characters typed and the number of files as indications of the
amount of w-riting.
Alternative to enrollment by default, cunom lesson sets or 'Student Choice'

may be selected. With custom lesson sets, the student may be put into a program
where the tacher selects specific lessons that deal with a certain theme, s
a,
student interest, or topic to enhance classroom performance. Some degree of
student control is permitted. Here midents choose the order of the lessons,
whether they will repeat a lesson or pursue vocabulary development activities.
The availability of resources gives students more control over their leaming
environment. The foliowing resources are available by clicking on screen icons:
(1) hint which gives tips in strategy (not aiways present); (2) help, which

completes the exercise for the mident, but does not then credit the mident with
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having completed the exercise; (3) progres report, which provides a check on
progress; (4) audio repeat, which uses an on-line voice that repeats the audio

,
gives the definitions of words
message most recently delivered; (5) ~ I O S S Q ~ Ywhich
not understood; and (6) notebook, that dows the student to make notes or
complete a written exercise.

The developer, Cornputer Cumculum Corporation of Sunnyvale,
California,States that in order for the program to be effective the audent needs to
use it often. It is the teachefs role to start the student at an appropriate level to
maximize the benefits of tirne spent on the program. In order to make
some form of classroom connection, it is suggested the students share progress
and strategies learned fiom the program with class groups, share p ~ t - o u t of
s
notebook exercises with others, use revision and rewriting exercises as a class
activity, write the publisher criticizing the course, carry out library research
extensions, make and display evaiuation charts, eam badges of ment and wrke
letters to their parents about the program.

The students were started at the same levels in the reading investigations

strand and aiiowed to progress through the program at their own pace. Students
were given the fkeedom to interact with the program individuaiiy, making their
own choices when a choice was available to them. The Resource Teacher and
reading para-professional were available to students to answer questions during
their sessions. Behaviour was observed and noted each day by the investigator.
Usually individual foliow-up discussion was used to assess levels of interest as the
students worked with the program. The computer produced course reports were
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coiiected daily and the grouping reports, which provide cumulative data on
progress, either positive or negative, were coiiected penodicaily âom the reporting
section of the program.

The reporting section of this program is excellent. There are over 50
dEerent kinds of reports that can be generated which keep the teacher infomed of
a student's progress on a daily cumulative basis. There are so many different
reports that most teachers would be too ovenvhelrned to use them.
The reports that were used in this study were the course reports and the

grouphg report. The course repons are generated afler each session is completed
and were used as an indication of daily progress. These reports provide
information on: sessions covered daily and total attendance, results of aii scored
exercises, time spent in notebooks and a cumulative course percentage. The

-

grouping reports are cumulative and show progress in noteboolq vocabulary and
lesson totals, as well as achievement on the use of strategies. Further discussion of

hdings and conclusions are discussed in Chapter IV, resufts.

Administration of the Gates-MacGinitie, Level D. Reading

Test. (1965)
Selection of volunteer midents for exposure to program.
Administration of Self Concept and Evduation of instruction

format instruments.
Administration of Johns Reading Inventory
Exposure to Reading Investigations cornputer program for six
weeks. Field notes fkom observational sweeps.

Use of Reading Investigations Strand of Successmaker
Program for six weeks.

6. Re-administration of Gates-MacGinitie.

7. Re-administration of Johns Reading Inventory.
8. Re-administration of Self Concept instrument and Evaluation of

Instruction Format.
9. Focus Group conducted.

CHAPTER N

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Past expenence and currmt research have caused us to view teacbg,
learning, and reading instruction with new insight. W~ththese new views in mind,
it is necessary to look carefùlly at the obvious pros and cons of computer assisted

instructional programs (CA1 and CBI). It was the intention of this present
research to investigate the effectivenessof the reading strand of one CA1 program

through observation of it in operation, analyzing the reading components of the
program, and examuiing shident reading achievement, attitudes toward computer

assisted insmction, and self concept. Some benefits were found for this computer
software program as a resource for some of the students but limitations in the

ideology, structure, and implementation of this program were demonstrated.

Observations showed that less able students benefited less than high achieving
students fkorn the use ofthis one strand of CA1 program and exposed limitations,
pointing out factors that make caution essential.

Resuits of Reading Investigations Review
The CA1 program, as outlined in the teacher's manual, sounds excellent,
and in ushg it both students and teacher found some excellent matenals. The

reporting section of the Reading investigations strand of the Success Maker
program could not be more extensive or thorough. The relative ease of getting
into the program and registering students was excellent. The concept that the

program is progressive and does offer some variety and choices to students, even
though the students do not totaliy agree!that it does, is good, as is the use of

reading selections fiom science, social studies, and iiterature selections in
providing variety to what the student is reading.
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There were problems, however, with both the method of
presentation and the exerpts themselves as far as this snidy was concemed. The
program is recommended primïdy for individual use. For optimal benefit the
program should be used âequently. This means either individuals fiom the class
are using the program and progressing at their own rate or the whole class is
involved and are progressing at their own rate, within the program, which is a
benefit stated by the authon.
Progression at individual rates within the program became a problem in
regard to the prereading exercises which were important for introducing new
vocabulary and activating or developing student background knowledge.
Discussion gives the student a reason for reading the work, usuaily by generating
pertinent questions. The reading then begins, using known vocabulary and
concepts and armhg the student with expectations of what is to corne, thereby
faciiitating both cornprehension and word recognition. Having a computer "taîk at
you" about what is going to be read may not have activated and developed
background knowledge adequately for the students in this study because, in the
midents' words, the voice was not human.
The use of the three main subject areas, science, social studies,

and English literature, on a rotating basis, was good for variety, but the selection
of the passages themselves presented another problem. The materials covered
were oaen not relevant to the students. Exerpts predominantly feanired American

history and Amencan characters. "Black Star, Bright Dam" is set in Alaska,

"CharliePippin" focuses on the Vietnam War, "Homesick: My Own Story"is
about an American in China Other selections are set in Arkansas, Maine,

Mqland, and New Mexico. Another excerpt covers 12 Arnencans discussing
their occupations. Famous people Wre Neil Armstrong, Saily Ride, and Roberto

Clemente are featuted. The science exerpts are less biased because, as a study,
science is universai, but the problem of Canadian content still became an issue
when the spelling and phraseology were not Canadian. Ideals of where one is fiom
and pride of country were not provided for. Values were not necessarily

Canadian. In math and science, units of measurement were not metric. In the
math s t m d for prllnary grades, the currency pictured was Arnerican. in the
Literanire strand, 13 out of 19 exerpts were American, in science 4 out of 20, and

in social studies 17 out of 20. The source of other îiterature exerpts either was not
specified or was world-wide.

The writing component was individual and not shared ifa mident was
working independently as suggested. Question and answers that worked for lowachieving students were not suitable for stronger midents. Simple exercises that
involved the seleaion of a definition, which top students found moying, cloze
exercises, which the two high achievers found to requue an excessive amount of
rereading, and the congratulatory srnile on the corner of the screen were not

reward enough to encourage low-achiewig students adequately. The footnotes

option was used by some of the stronger mdents, but the giossary icon was found
to be a nuisance. Most students preferred to guess at word usage. Snidents made

predictions, but found pulling up the notebook screen annoying. Students los
interest in the wliting extension activities, partly because there was no sharing of
success on before-reading prediaions.
Strategies were dealt with and then lefi with not enough continued
emphasis. The spelling component was much like a speliing book routine except
that collaboration with other students using a text is more easily accomplished and

the Uiitial purchase price is less expensive. The audio was a good concept, the
students in this study found the voice unpleasant.
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The ~ c u l t with
y repeating lessons treating a specific skill until a mastery
level of 800/0 is achieved is that, without diligent supervision, some students fall
behind. Further drillhg tended to become a dnidgery which cm be a "turn-op,
without the teacher being aware.
The ptoblem with putting so little emphasis on writing is that appropriate
writing instruction with peer conferencing is not provided for. Also, the
opportunity to l e m through discussion and to hear proper usage was lacking. The
notebook fiies could be saved and tacher-graded for rnechanics but an audience to
add purpose and motivate was rnissing. The follow-up writing exercises were weil
constructed, but lacked authenticity, purpose and audience, usually being shared
with the teacher for correction and grading purposes.

The resources avaiiable, such as d

o repear and glossry, wwhether

useful or not to the mident, did provide a form of choice within the framework of
the program, but did not constitute real student control over leiiniing.

Mananement

ande fkequency of use is key, one of the problems

teachers face in connection with cornputer use is availability of t h e in the
cornputer lab, which in some cases may be limited in the extreme. Scheduling was

a concem in this study. The initiai cost of this type of program is prohibitive when
thinking of class use. The suggested sharing sessions sound like the kind of
activity that students need for incentive, peer teaching, reward, audience, and ail
those things that corne out of a classroom setting. However, the prograrn is

designed primarily for isolated student use and for midents to proceed at

-

individual rates. These two factors alone make sharing in the classroom setthg
diflicult, especialiy if the program is being used for remediation. Such
management problems are discussed in more depth in the next general section-

Further comments on the prograrn itself came £rom the
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students who actually used the program on an on-going basis. The top students
commented fiequently that the voice was very moying and turned it off. Highachievers made it clear that they needed to be challengeci and were bored.
Obviously they should be given a broader choice of exerpts to read and the ability
to select level of challenge. They also fiequently comrnented that they would
sooner be working with other students and ail of the students became bored with
the prograrn to a greater or lesser extent.
The two middle level students complained that the reading exerpts and
level of challenge were not interesthg or adequate to nhulate them to saive to
lem. The two low level students got tired of the whole thing more quickly than
the others. One kept skipping or forgetting to attend his session and the other
made very slow progress and achieved poor results according to the cornputer
reports. Al1 of the students expressed hstration with the fact that the prograrn

proceeded at a slow Pace and they did not have enough control over the program
to accelerate it .

Effectiveness of CA1 Instruction

The first question for examination was, "In this snidy, is Computer
Assisted Instruction, as represented by the Reading Investigations strand of the
Successmaker program, eff-ive

for 6 grade six students. For example7do low-

achievers benefit more fiom this program than middle and hi@-achievers as
assessed by performance on the SuccessmakerReading strand's daily course
reports and cumulative grouping reports on the Gates-MacGinitie standardized
reading tests (1965) and the Johns infonnal reading inventory (1994)?

One of the main difficdties in answering this question was the problem of
regular attendance. Each student shouid have accomplished 6.5 hours ofwork on
the program. Considering d of the intemptions and distractions that are part and

parcel of elementary school from April to June, it was expected that an
achievement of 6 hours and 15 minutes was more to be expected, aiiowing for 1
missed session. The attendance fell short of this in fact, for haif of the students.
Table 4.1 shows individual student attendance.

Table 4.1

el

top

5 hr.

-

v-

17min.
58rnin
7 . 5lmin.
+ IhrSlmin
top
il2
114
middle 5hr. ;Idmin.
29min
115
midde 6 hr. 25rnin.
+
lOmin
low
5
111
39min.
36min
IQW 6hr. Jllmui.
+ 42 &
* Variancc from the e.upcted 6 hr. 15 min. t h e on task
110

-

There were many reasons for intemptions and missed tirnes for attending
the program sessions. Approximately 4 days were missed because of track and

field days, s u m e r fun day, introduction to high-school day, and h a 1 exams.
Other smailer interruptions caused individual midents to miss specific sessions.

Student numbers 110 and 111 were scheduIed into the aftemoon because of the
amount of use the computers were getting. There were many more intemptions

to the afternoons in June than there were in the mornings and this made t h e on
task more difficult for these two students. Students 112 through 115 anended

momhg sessions, and were often able to extend their sessions to catch up on
missed t h e and days. Students 113 and 110 missed several days because of health

problems. Student1 13 was able to catch up reasonably well by fitting into other
canceled morning t h e slots, but 110, being slotted into the aftemoon, was unable
to make up the t h e very effkaively. Student 111 was often so caught up in class
activities in the aftemoon that he had a great deal of difnculty remembering ta

attend his sessions and had to be remindeci constantlyy Being late âequently, even
by just a few minutes, added up to overd loss of tirne. Student 112 was slotted

into a time of day that âequently ailowed him to extend his time on the computer
âom 15 to 30 minutes and he was able to catch up and actually complete more
sessions than was expected. Student # 114 worked slowly on the computer and

did not finish as many sessions as was expected. Studmt115 kept his appointed
tirne slots quite well but also worked slowly.

Student #110. This student was identified initially as one of the high level
midents but, as suggested by the computer repons, did not do as weii with this
program as was anticipated. She covered 21 sessions but lefi some work
incomplete. This student was absent frequently (5 times), as weii as having the
schedule interruptions descnbed previously. She had some dficulty getting
the program to work for her at the %artand was eventually moved ont0 another
computer. This represents a problem with computer management. Checking the
attendance in minutes, it is easy to see that her use was not consistent. M e r a
tenuous stan she tried to make up for Ion time and often put in two sessions at
one sitting instead of the regular 15 minute blocks. The effect of mshing through
the last part of the program and the contiised stan may account for poor nsults
and her severe criticism of the program.
According to the grouping and cumulative reports (Table 4.2). she
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completed only 5 exerpt and 2 strategy lessons. Of the total t h e spent on the
course over 30% was notebook, which is unjudged, therefore not graded or added
to final scores. Although the cornputer ta& exercise of taking notes and
writing fiom them, was good there was no specified audience and no reai

feedback. Tirne permitting, the notebook exercises would have been used for

individual teaching but being out of sync with the other students made group
sharing too difncult.

Table 4.2
-&-fo
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114
115
111
111
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3
3
4
10

21
30
30
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5
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8
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7
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2
4
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J
2
1
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49 min,
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fils
7, 13539 63%
31, 30940 78%
13, 17762 67%
15, 12269 49%
9,
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Ovcnll rciorc is alculrtad by the pmgam and presaitui in gouping rcporu

The overall score of 63% on the program was not in keeping with either of
the reading preteas nor this student's personai nom. Student 110's grouping

report, showed that, as of the second last session there was more work needed in

al1 of the comprehension skills except constructing meaning. Weaknesses were
detected in understanding time order (20%), understanding figurative laquage
(O%), applying information (20%), analyzîng character(33%), and identifjing facts

and opinions (50%). Recognijring story elernents and understanding cornparisons
and contrasts, as weii as new vocabulary exercises were not attempted. An overall

score on comprehension skills of60% was attained and 59% was the last, ment

score. The student spent 1 hr. 57 rnins. on the notebook, creating 7 fiîes
containing 13,539 characters. This indicates she wrote prolificaiiy but ody in
response to certain topics.

Sumatg Overall this student did not perform as well as expected on this
program. Even though she was not a selfistarter and was expected to require
encouragement, she did not perfom as expected. The cornputer management
probiem, her absences fiom school, and school interruptions, aii interfered with the
consistency of the intervention. There may also have b e n other, undisclosed
problems that interfered with expected progress.

h d a ~ L &This isudent was identified as the other high level student
accordhg to initial performance on the Gates MacGinitie aandardized reading test

and the Johns IRI. He worked through the program at a better rate than expected,
achieving high scores on most of the exercises. He did not require prompting to

use the program, and had some positive thuigs to Say about it both while using the
program and in the follow-up focus group discussion. The course reports and field
notes from observations indicate aeady progress hal1 areas of the program.
According to the grouping report (Table 4.2) he had created 3 1 files for 30
sessions using 30,940 characters, indicating that he was doing some extra writing.
He completed 12 exerpt and 2 strategy Iessons, showed mastery of 7 of the 15
reading skilis recorded and scored, and in the 70%, with 80% as mastery, in 5
other skilis. He showed weakness in understanding cornparison and comrast
(25%), applying information @O%), and thne order organitation (67%). He did

not work on recognizing nory elements. However he has always been a strong
reader and how much actual irnprovement was experienced due to the intervention
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is a question.

. Most of the problems associated
with the previous high-achever, mident 110, did not occur in this case. Student
112 was not plagued by cornputer management problems and absenteeism. He

was, however, subject to the many interruptions that occur in the spring of each

year but availed himself of the opportunity to extend his t h e dot. This put him far

ahead of expectations early in the intervention. His mature, positive attitude and
wiliingness to work at the program appear to have helped.

#11& According to initial scores on the Gates-MacGinitie reading

test and the Johns IRI,this student was identified as a middle or average student.
She worked very hard, never missing a session when she was at school, was absent
only 3 times and always made up CAi tirne if she could be fined into a fiee dot.
She achieved many good scores on individual Iessons and spent time on ail skiiis

but three. Her overd average was 67%. She maintained a good attitude
throughout, dthough she did express concem that she was rnissing some of the
classroom work and wanted to keep up in it as well as with the project. She
covered 30 sessions including 8 exerpts and 4 strategy lessons. She mastered 16

vocabulary sections out of 18 tried, and spent 102 minutes in notebook, creating
13 fles using 17,762 characters (Table 4.2). She had mastered constmcting

meaning, and concluding and generalinng, achieved (67%) on comprehending
literal meaning, (62%) on making inferences, and (75%) on identwng facts and
opinions. She was struggling with applying Uifonnation @O%), thne order (43%),

problern solution organization (33%), cornparisons and contrasts (33%) but was
showing an improvement of 50% on recmt work, figurative language (25%), and
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anaiyzing character (33%).

For this student, attitude seemed to be the main reason underlying good
progress. This also explains her good progress in class. She complained that the
computer work was too easy. She suggested the provision of choices so a student
could opt for harder work ifdesired. She expressed the concern that ifthe work
was not hard enough, her brain would not have to work hard and she wouldn't
leam properly. Her efforts were partly motivated by trying to fit in with the more
academically successful -dents as she was new to the area this year. She also
placed a very strong value on education, taught at home.
This student did not expenence too much inconsiaency in terms
of tirne on task. She had no computer management problems, was seldom absent

fiom school, and was able to make up missed computer time. Her penonai drive
and need to achieve caused her real hstration with end-of-the-year interruptions
as did the knowledge that she was not keeping up with classroom work. Her
attention to detail made her progress through the program slow but her
achievement was consiaently good.

Shident This student was the second middle level student. He put in
a good effort through the fist part of the program, missing only 3 sessions, and

tried to catch up after an absence. His overail average was 4940% (Table 4.2),
but he showed little improvement fiom session to session.
The grouping report showed that he had completed 26 sessions, spent 49

minutes on notebook h a h g created 15 files using 12,269 characten (Table 4.2).

This is a tremendous amount of writing for this snident, especidly in such a short
penod of t h e . Much of what was wrinen, however, was of poor quality. He had
attempted 30 vocabulary selections but ody mastered 16 according to the program
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criteria for success, and had completed 12 exerpts and 4 strategy lessons. He had
mastered ody identifjing facts and opinions and was showing progress in
coiicludhg and g e n e r a b g (73%), and problem-solution organization (60%). He
was stniggling with 9 of the 15 skilis listed (scores of 25.50%) and had left
understanding cornparisons and contrasts unattempted.
It didn't take long for the fascination of the program to Wear off for this
student. The required work soon began to defeat him. He was quite capable of
and did some good work, but was often extremely lethargic. At one t h e during
the year concem was expressed regarding diet and energy levels with his mother.
A medical consultant suggested no cause for his lethargy.

Summarv.

Consistency of intervention was not a factor for this student

with the exception of the end-of-the-year interruptions that al1 of the students

experienced. His disinterested attitude toward education and lack of energy for
academic work did seem to be a factor after the initial fascination of the program
wore off. This student concludeci the intervention having made few gains,

according to course and grouping reports.
of 8
Attitude seemed to account

for the disparities between the two average achievers. Student $14 worked
diiigently, while student 115 lost interest and made few gains.

ow & e v a

student # I l L This student was identified as a Iow-achieving student
according to initial reading performance. He was absent 4 days and also had
difnculty getting into the program and operating it effieaively because of program
administration problems. He took a long time on sorne exercises and skipped
through others without doing the work. From June 17 to 22 he appeared to have
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done little but write in his notebook, rad, or put in t h e , having answered no
questions and done tittie on vocabulary. From June 9 to June 17 he showed good
performance, spending over an hour in the notebook and according to the
grouping report, creating 9 fdes with 9,335 characten (Table 4.2). From June 11

through June 17 he attempted a number of exercises and put in a great deal of
t h e . Early in the intervention his scores were within acceptable limits according
to CAI standards, but once he began to attempt more difncult selections scores

declined rapidly. He also appeared to have skipped through a number of sessions
without accomplishing anything, cramming a lot into a few, long sittings on June
9th 11th, 1Sth, and 17th. These long sessions infiated tirne (339 minutes), but he

completed only 7 exerpts and 2 arategy lessons, with an overaii score of 58%.
Cornparhg recent to cumulative work, he showed Little improvement over the
course of the intervention.
The grouping report indicated that this student had strengths in i d e n t m g

main ideas (100%), and identifjmg facts and opinions (100%). His abilities in
constmcting meaning (68%) and understanding figurative langage (75%)were
acceptable, but he was having dficulty cornprehending literal meaning (38%),
making inferences @O%), concluding and generalkg (O%), time order (O%),
problem-solution organization (O%), and applying information (50%). The
vocabulary report indicated that although he mastered al1 of the vocabulary he
worked with, he worked with ody 9 out of 154 words. This student had little
positive to say about the program and needed constant reminders to attend daily.

& m m q ~ Computer management problems, end-of-the-year interruptions,
and skipped sessions led to a lack of consistency in the intemention. They led to

hstration and a bit of a 'QiWig upt attitude infiuenced by havhg to start again and
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overly-long sessions intended to allow the student adequate tirne with the program.
These factors may well account, in part, for this -dent's

poor achievement and

lack of expected progress.

S u h t t I This student was identiiied as the second low-achieving
student by scores on the Gate-MacGinitie and Johns IRI. He did quite well with
the program for a short the, then had an accident and missed 10 days. This

impeded his progress for a t h e , then he worked hard to catch up. From the
course report, it is evident that he started with low performance skills at the grade
6 level, but worked diligently. He needed no promptkg to go to the cornputer and
aayed on track at the nart of the program.

His scores were low but he was

working. He attended faithfully when present, but his efforts and progress iagged
toward the end of the intervention.

The grouping report showed that he had spent 95 minutes on the notebook
having created 7 files with 11,196 characters (Table 4.2). This is laudable in terms

of writing and indicated that this mident was working well on the program at
times. He atternpted 9 out of 154 vocabulary units and mastered 7 of them. He
only covered 6 exerpts and 1 arategy lesson, possibly because he worked so
slowly, missed so much the, and 10sinterest toward the end.
According to the Groupiag Report, he showed mastery in understanding
figurative language, analyzing character, and concluding and generalizing, and was

worhg in the 60% range in constnicting meaning, identifjhg main ideas,
understanding cause-effect relationships, and using context dues and stmctural
analysis. He was having difficulty with comprehending literal meanhg (35%).

making inferences (53%), t h e order organjzation (O%), problem-solution
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organization (33%), and applying information (50%). He did not anempt
understanding cornparisons and contrasts, i d e n w g facts and opinions or
recognizing story elements.

Simmaq~Considering the numerous absences, the progress this student
made was exceiient. The effects of isolation appear to have been twofold. It was
beneficial to be removed from the social pressures of the class and to work
independently, but this was also a hindrance because, leA to choose for himseü; he
made little progress. When the novelty faded and the student had to rely on his

own incentive with no partner or teacher to encourage him, he accomplished very
M e . The incentive to complete the work and be up with the others was apparent
in the progreu he made after the students exchanged idormation as to where they
were in the program.

This exchange was impromptu, voluntary and came out of

casual conversations among the midents in class. The incentive ta cornplere the

work did not include an incentive to do a good job, however, and his scores were
not hi@. The lack of personal incentive to anve and achieve, possibly through
low value placed on academic achievement at home, was a red detriment to this
student's progress in the program. Absenteeism and end-of-year disruptions
interfered with the consistency in the intervention. The resulting large blocks of

time used to catch up were contributing factors to the poor results achieved by this
student.
of

+
The performance of both low

achievers was affected by disniptions in program use due to absenteeism and
computer t h e disruptions.

Based on the observations fiom the computer generated records, the
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answer to the question ofwhether the implementation of the Reading
Investigations Strand of the Successmaker program was effective for the grade six
students in this one classroom is ambiguous. Students from ail three levels showed
irnprovement in some reading skills according to the intervention program reports,
but there was not consistently more irnprovement among the high-achieving than
the middle or low-achieving students. No one group seems to have benefited
more than the others. There is no unifornity or trend to be identified in the repons
based on high, middle, or low-achievement groupings. The high-achiever, #112,
began the intervention with better reading skilis, as measured initidy by the Gates-

Macûhitie standardized test and Johns IRI than did any of the other audents. He
maintained the highest cumulative scores of ail the students throughout the
intervention. The other high-achiever, student # 1 10, did not fxe as welî. Her
cumulative score decreased approximately as much as one of the low-achieving
midents by the end of the intervention and she showed no real improvement in any
of the targeted skills. One of the middle-achieving mdents, # 1 15, expenenced
the largest drop in cumulative scores, aimost twice as much decrease in cumulative
scores as the next lowest student # 111, a low-achever.

Sirnilar variations occurred in the amount of work completed, as
represented by vocabulary mastered, exerpts completed and strategies attempted.
One rniddle-achever, nident #115, had the lowest cumulative score, 49%, but
completed more of the program than ail but one other student by mastering 16
vocabulary tems, completing 12 exerpts, and working on 4 strategies. The
student with the hi&est cumulative score, (#112), who was rated as a high-

achiever, ody mastered 12 vocabulary tems, completed 12 exerpts, and worked
on 2 strategy lessons. The reports generated by the program were designed to

track the individual's growth in specifïc areas but do not give an overaii aatement
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ofprogress that could be used to make effective comparisons. Each student
benefited in his or her own way and to a p a t e r or lesser degree than the other
students.
Consistency of intervention was jeopardized to difFerent degrees for each
student for dinerent rasons, but in each case it is assumed to have had an
influence on the effectiveness of the program. Prolonged absences experienced by
some of the students also had an effect on performance but there appeared to be

no correlation between days missed and final cumulative scores. It should be
noted, however, that the two students who missed the largest number of sessions

due to absenteeism, #110, a high-achiever and #113, a low-achever, were also the
only hidents to show no improvement in any particular skill. The lengthy
computer sessions used by the students to make up missed tirne on the program
and the hstrations caused by computer management problems are aiso factors
which may have infiuenced the effectiveness of the program. Missed tirne in class
and concern about missing out on important class activities was a problem for one
mident and may also have had an effect on penormance. The degree to which
each of these factors influenced the effectiveness of the program for each mident is
impossible to estimate, as was determining the amount ofgrowth anributable to
reading ability or acbievement level.

Using these observations it appears impossible to say definitiveiy that
cornputer-assisted instruction is more effective for some groups of students than
others. Since there were midents fiom both high and low levels of achievement
who did not show improvement in any of the skills it aiso c m o t be stated that
CA1 instruction is effective overall or that this fom of instruction appears to be

more beneficial for one level of students than others. Reading achievement scores
were examùied next to discover whether this pattern of arnbiguity was suaained.
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The question was: "Do low-achievers benefit more from CA1 than middle

or topachievers as assessed by performance on the Gates-MacGitie
standardized reading test (1 965) and the Johns' informa1 reading inventory

As show in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 the changes in scores of the Gates-

MacGUiitie Reading Test (1965) and the Johns Basic Reading Inventory (1994)

from March to June were more pronounced and varied for each student than was

anticipated. In fact the varied nature and extreme changes, in some instances,
made it dficult to judge ifthe experience with the program had as much impact

on the performance of the snidents as suggested by daily observations during the

intervention.

Tabte 4.3

Vocabularv
110

Hi@

6th

4th

112
114

Hi@
Middle
Middle
Low

7th
4th
4th
4th

8th

ow

3 rd

3 rd

115
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-

113

3rd

Soeed

# - -

110
112
114
Il5
111

4th
5th

High

4th

High

6th
6th
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Middle
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w

4th
2nd

3rd
5th

7th
8th

3rd

ch J u
5th
6th
8th
6th
6th
3rd
5th
4th
5th
5th
L)

Accuracv
4th

4th

6th
8th
4th
3rd

6th
8th
8th
3rd
3rd

strident 1 10. According to Gates-MacGinitie performance, this mident
was performing much bener in March than she was in June. Her reading

comprehension dropped âom the 6th stanine in March to the 4th stanine in June,

and speed fel fiom 4th to 3rd aanine. There were gains on vocabulary
pediormance, however, fiom the 5th stanine in March to the 6th aanine (Table
4.3), with no change in accuracy.

Table 4.4

Oral
Student #
110
112
114
115
111

Level
a
g
h

fish
Middle
Middle
Low

March
gr8
gr8
gr 7
gr 7
gr6
S

Silent
June
gr 7
gr IO**
5 7
gr 7
gr7

-Er5

March June
gr 8 gr 6
5 8 " grlO**
Sr6 gr 7
~6 ~ r 6
gr 5 gr 6
-S E S prb

Note The first sign of hstration is the one recorded in evev case.
*
This student only tested to level8 and did not reach hstration in
silent.
** This student was tested to the top level and did not reach

frustration.

Reading performance as assessed by the Johns 1RI aiso indicated better

performance on silent readiag comprehension in March than in June. Her results

on the Johns Reading Inventory (Table 4.4) showed a grade level of 8 in both
silent and oral comprehension in March and a drap to level6 in silent and 7 in oral
in June.

The only increase shown by mident 110 was on the GatesMacGinitie vocabulary test. M e r reading performance indicators showed either
decline or no shift. As noted in the reading strand progress observations, this
student did not perform as expected. It is probable that factors exthsic to the

study and disniptions that caused inconsistencies in the intervention interfered with
progress. A decline in scores as seen on the Gates MacGinitie and Johns is
unreasonable and would indicate that some factor, other than academic ability and
the cornputer assisted leamhg program was in£iuencing scores. High initiai scores
may represent a Hawthorne eEect.

Shident # 1 12. This student was also a high level reader. Reading test
scores showed an increase in comprehension, fkom 7th to 8th stanine, but a deche

in both vocabulary, 8th to 6th stanine, and speed, 6th to 5th stanine on the GatesMacGinitie (Table 4.3).
The Johns IRI was not a good measure for this student since the passages
only go to Ievel10. June results showed this student had reached ceiling level on

ail counts,
Student $112 showed gains in reading comprehension on both
the Gates-MacGinitie standardized test and the Johns IRI. Familiarity with the test
format may have allowed him to perform bener on the retest. As noted in the
reading strand progress and observations his positive attitude and willingness to

work at the program appear to have helped him make a real success of this
intervention. Even though he was subject to the many sp~g-tuneinterruptions,
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they did not seem to interfere with his anticipated progress nor the consistency of

intervention as he availed hirnselfof the oppominity to extend his tirne slot early in
the study. Student 112 was very happy to be selected for this study and, as was
noted, spent much more t h e on the program than any of the others.

of

. .

achievinne one high achieving student

made performance gains according to reading test results, the other made gains

only on the vocabulaq subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie. This discrepancy was
anributed to outside factors, including disruptions in regard to time on task.

Student # 114 was considered a middie level reader and showed
improvement in speed and accuracy on the Gates MacGinitie but deciines in
vocabulary scores from March to June. While comprehension performance was
maintained at the 4th aanine f?om March to June, performance dropped from the
6th to the 3rd stanine in vocabulary (Table 4.3). Her scores kept her in the 8th

stanine for accuracy, but she gained in speed, moving from the 6th to the 7th
stanine.
On the Johns RI, student 114 showed improvement in silent reading only,
improving from grade level6 to 7 (ïable 4.4). Performance on ali other mesures
remained the sarne.
It was expected snident #114 would exce1 with this program

because of her strong work cornmitment. She did demonstrate a slight increase in
comprehension on the Johns and no appreciable change on the Gates MacGinitie.

The positive attitude, persona1 drive, and willing attention to detail, typical of this
student, helped make the experience of this intervention successfil. The
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hstration caused by end-of-the-year intemptions and her inability to keep up

with classroom work as weil as involve herselfwith this project, did not seem to
have significant adverse effects on her progress in this program.

# 11S. This mdent was also a middle level d e r . He showed

improvement in ail 3 categories on the Gates-MacGinitie. These seemed
sigdicant with increases on the comprehension section fiom 4th to 5th stanine
(Table 4.3) and fiom the 4th aanine to the 8th on speed and accuracy. The large
gains in speed and accuracy may, in part, be credited to familiarity with the testing

format.
On the Johns IRI, no change was noted in comprehension. Performance

was maintained at levels 7 and 6 in oral and silent comprehension respectively.

As stated earlier, it was
expected that student #115 would either get into the program and do veiy well or
do tittle or nothing. At first giance the Gates-MacGinitie reading scores would

indicate that he definitely made gains firom participating in the CAI program, but
when his overall performance on the computer program, daily effort and progress,
and achievernent in skills were examined, it became questionable that the growth

shown on the reading tests could be attributed solely to participation in the CA1
program.
Reading performance test scores for snident #Il4 confinn hdings fiom
the computer program course and cumulative progress reports. The benefits of
CA1 were positive for her.

i-owAChkxS
Student # I l 1 was considered a low level reader and showed a deciine in
comprehension scores on the Gates MacGinitie from the 4th to 3rd stanine (Table
4.3), but a gain fiom 2nd to 3rd in the speed section of speed and accuracy.

Surprisuigly, this mident demonstrated an overall gain in grade equivdent
scores on the Johns IRI, increasing fiom 6 to 7 in oral and 5 to 6 in silent
COm~rehension(Table 4.4).
It was not expect that much improvement would be seen fiom
student $1 11 but it was surprishg that his comprehension score on the GatesMacGinitie dropped, especialiy when his averaged score on the Johns IRI showed

an increase of one grade level overall. Part of the increase could be because he
was more familiar with the Johns testing format and was more able to concentrate

on the test itself This particular student had to be reminded to attend the
cornputer sessions and during the focus group discussions let it be known that he
had been easily distracted and harated with the CA1 intervention. Field notes

also indicated that he was often not on task and not progressing weil. Part of the
improvement noted could be ascribed to a take-home reading program he was
involved in from January to June. This consisted of daily, concentrated reading for

up to 15, but not exceeding 20 minutes of self-selected materials, and follow-up
retelling exercises. The mident emed real marks for his report card for this extra

work. He chose the readings himself, selecting reading levels and topics h m his
own sources and interacteci with a person of his choice at home. The reteiling and
discussion were impromptu and marks were given for length of reading, accuracy

of retelling, and the number of questions he could answer. The teacher had no part
inthis exercise except to record marks authorired by the

parent and brought to school.
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Since there were computer management problems, causing the snident to
start the program again,

end-of-the-year intemptions, skipped sessions and

overly-long sessions intended to allow the student to make up time, there was a
lack of consistency in the CAI intervention. These factors may well account, in

part, for the poor achievement as on the Gates-MacGinitie.

Student #113. This student was also considered a low level reader and
maintained reading performance levels as measured by the Gates MacGinitie
comprehension and speed and accuracy tests (Table 4.3). Vocabulary scores
dropped from the 3rd aanine in March to the 2nd stanine in June.
Resuhs on the Johns indicated an improvement in silent comprehension,
level 5 to 6, while oral reading cornprehension remained the çame (Table 4.4).
of hudkms. Student H l 3 showed improvement in

comprehension on the Johns IRI and on the speed and accuracy section of the
Gates-MacGinitie. This was surprishg considering the Mssed t h e and slow
progress this mident experienced. It was suspected this student would appreciate
being out of the social sening of the classroom and might benefit fiom the CA1
interventions but it was not expected he would improve a full grade level in silent
comprehension as indicated by performance on the Johns IRI. Student # I l 3 did
spend long periods of t h e catching up and the fact that the others were so far

ahead of him seemed to give him the incentive to finish with 4 17 minutes on the
computer program. He indicated in the focus discussions that he preferred to
work on the computer and be on his own. The reading strand computer program
appeared to have helped him.

According to the Gates-MacGinitie results there were changes in ail three
groupings in ail anas of reading (Table 4.3). There were comparable gains in both
middle and top level reading comprehension, but only a loss or no change at al1 for

Iow level readers. Speed and Accuracy performance on the Gates-MacGinitie
showed the most increase in tems of starines for Mddle level students with some
slight incruw in the performance of Iow level readen and a decrease in stanines
for both top level readers.

The Johns IR1 results (Table 4.4) indicated that there were minimal gains
on oral comprehension for two midents, the performance of three students stayed
the same and the performance for one student feu. Silent comprehension showed

more change overall with four students showing an increase in grade level
perfomance, one student remaining the same and one student decreasing. The
perfomance of one ofthe two higher level students dropped while the other made
gains, the performance of one ofthe middle achievers showed gains while the
other remained static, and the performance of both low achievers increased.

to Question "Is CA1 instruction effective overd or is CA1

instruction more effective for some groups of students than others?" For example,
do low-achievers benefit more fiom CA1 than rniddle or top-achieven as assessed
by performance on the Gates-MacGinitie standardized reading test (1965) and the
Johns informai reading inventory (1994)?
No c l w pattern emerged. It was felt that the exposure to the CA1
program was not long enough to gather reliable data upon which conclusions
might be based. Whether or not CA1 was effective overall according to the Gates-

MacGuiitie standardized rcading test and Johns IRI is open to discussion. Ifany
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conclusion were to be drawn simply from these tests, it would have to be that the

CAI program was effective in dBerent ways for each student and ineffective in
diBerem ways for each student.
One top level student increased his scores more than students at the other
two levels but the scores of one of the top level students decreased. It is difEcult
therefore, to attach too much significance to the results. Based on these results, it
was dZEcuit to state that the program was more effective with top than with
middle or low level readers. Attitude seemed to have played a part.

Aninide. R e c u d g factors have appeared fiom the reading strand
observations and data as well as the test results of the Johns and the GatesMacGinitie. It became apparent immediately that attitude toward the use of the
program was an important issue. Estudents were not motivated, either intemally

by personal values or extemaiîy by home values or rewards, they did not seem to
do weii on the program. Student 110 was enthusiastic about the program and then
something extemal to the study distracted her. She did poorly compared to
expectations based on her nomal achiwement Ievel showing large losses on the
Johns and the comprehension section of the Gates-MacGinitie. Student 112 began
with a positive attitude amibutable to several factors: (1) being selected for a

novel experience, (2) fkding fiom the Johns testing that he was reading at a very
hjgh level, (3) having a personal stake in dohg well at whatever he does, (4) and

having a curious mind. He did extremely weli on the program, showing large gains
on the Johns and the comprehension section of the Gates-MacGinitie.

Student 114 had a positive attitude and was excited about the expenence of
the program. Her strong work ethic as well as her regard for the value of
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education helped her cope with the hstrations she felt with aspects of the
program and interference with classroom work. She showed gains on the GatesMacGinitie in speed and accuracy and on Johns IR1 performance.
Student 1 15 did not have a very positive attitude to acadernics. He did not

iike to read and disliked writing. Once he found out that he was going to be doing
both in this prograrn, his anitude, which was initially positive, became negative.

He showed gains on the Gates-MacGinitie but not on the Johns IRI.
Student 1 11 started with a positive attitude but ran into hstration with
prograrn management Unmediately. This appean to have detracted fkom the
remainder of the experience.
Student 113 was happy to be chosen for the study and found working out
of the class, and to a certain extent working alone, motivating. He showed some

gains on both the Johns IR1 and on the Gates-MacGinitie. Since attitude was a
strong factor in class performance it is not surprishg that it was also a factor in the
success of this progam.
Frustration with the management of the computer
program may also have been a factor in the mixed results. Both of the students
who had to restart because of management problems scored lower on the GatesMacGinitie comprehension test in June than in March and one of them also showed

losses on the Johns TRI.
Consistency of intervention was another factor that appeared
to have had an effect on results as meanired by the Johns IRI and the Gates-

MacGinitie. The student who appeared to have gained the most fiom the
intervention was subject to the leaa dismption. The student who expenenced the

most disruption made no gains on the Gates-MacGinitie in comprehension and
scored slight gains using the Johns IN.
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Based on the information to this point, the effectiveness of the Reading
Investigations Strand of the Successmaker Pro-

for the 6 students fiom one

classroom, as measured by performance on the Gates-MacGinitie and the Johns

IRI, appeared to depend more on the individuai's personal motivation, abiiity to

deal with hstration, and commitment to doing weil than it did to their wsting
levels of achievement.

Results of Instnictional Format Questionnaire
and Self Concept Survey

The second question asked in this study was, "What is the impact of CA1
instruction on: (1) attitude toward using computer programs as an instructional
f m a t ; and (2) sesconcept as measured by the respective questionnaire and
survey and idormed by the focus group discussion?"

1 10. This student did not show many extreme changes in

opinion toward use of cornputers in education (Appendix A). In fact her opinion

was unchanged in 8 o f the 18 questions. According to her responses she was
slightly less enthused about reading her own nones on a computer monitor now,
but more enthused about reading other midems' stories. She felt she now found it
much easier to understand wrinen instruction on paper (Q. # S), a little easier to
underaand d t t e n instructions on a monitor (Q.#), and needed less help
understanding minen instructions overail (Q.#l 1). She felt she was slightly less
prone to be inattentive in class (Q.#13), but would prefer gening instructions fkom

a teacher a little more than fiom the computer (Q.#14). She found it less difficult
to ask the teacher or other students for help understanding things now (QW,
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some to no), and did not now feel it would be easier to ask a computer than a
teacher or other students (Q.#16, lots to not much). The response to question

number 17 showed a 180 degree SMin attitude toward working on her own. She
now would prefer to work in groups but she still saw computers as being helpfûi in
her education (Q.#18).
Student # 110 also showed linle change on the self concept survey from

March to June. In fact there was no change in the responses to 5 of the 10
questions. She felt her perfomance in the last few weeks had fden h m good to
good-average. In March the response to question #7 showed she was happy not
to have to work with someone else but in June she no longer saw this as being a

reason to like working on the computer. in June her response to question #8

indicated that she would iike to be able to ask others for answers to questions the
computer did not supply and she went from having no dislikes in ushg the
computer to being aware that sometimes computer instructions were not aiways
the best (Q#.10).
The effect of the exposure to a computer format for student
#110 appeared to have been negative in some ways. She came away fiom the

experience feeling that there was a place for computers in education, but that she
preferred to interact with people more than with a computer. She seemed to have
been gening bored with confining herseif to her own work and expressed a desire

to work more with other students. She thought she would find instructions eorn
the teacher better in some ways. SUnilarly on the personal survey, student 110 had
realized that she preferred interacting with real people more than with a computer
and found that interacting with a computer was not the same as the give and take

of interaction with people. She admined she had ditnculty understanding some
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computer instructions and felt that she was doing less well in the last couple of
weeks than she was in March. These feelings conformed with reading test results
although she was not aware ofthese results.

On the format questionnaire, student #112 made no changes
on 8 of the 18 questions. He did not enjoy ushg the computer as much in June as
in March (Q#l), not even simply for writing out his Stones (Q#2). He did not like

reading his own stories much at all fkom the computer now (Q#4), and indicated
frustration about not being able to control the computer (Q#6). He would d
iIüte

to use the computer for drill if needed (QW7), but was not as enthusiastic as he was
in March, othenwise he would not like to spend more t h e on the computer
(QHO).

He indicated that he sometirnes needed help to understand written

instructions (Q#1 l), and wouid sooner get help from a teacher than a
computer (Q#l4). He was definite about wanting to work with another student
rather than a computer (Q# 14). In question number 18 he identified the value of a

computer in his education for word processing.
On the seif concept survey student #Il2 changed his responses on only 3
of the 10 questions. He recognized in June that he may not always do his share of
the work in groups. He found that he didn't Wre working on the computer when

he wasn't able to ask questions because the computer didn't offer explanations to

his questions. He also, in question H O , indicated hstration with using the
computer with his response, "It

be fnimating."

SUUMQLStudent H l 2 showed disiilusionment with the computer after
using the reading program. He did not want to use the computer as much now as
he did in March and found computer use frustrating. He would sooner work with
other midents, get instruction and explanations fiom a teacher, and use the

.

computer basicaiiy for word processing.

e
There
.
was agreement between the two hi@
achievers on questions 7, 13, 14, 17. They both felt that practicing skills on the
computer was a good idea. By the end of the intervention they both felt they did
not have a problem with paying attention in class. They both started out feeling

they would Iike to get instruction fiom a computer rather than a teacher and ended
up not thinking it would be much easier. They both felt they would like tu work
with other students rather than alone on the computer. On the self concept survey
the high achievers agreed on the fact that: they didnttlike working on the cornputer
a

because they wuldntt ask it for explanations, the computer could be tiustrating and
it didn't always give the best instructions. They both aarted out thinking computer

use in general was fin and aill felt that way d e r the intervention.

Student #114 changed only 6 of 18 responses to questions on the

evaluation of instruction format questionnaire (Appendix A). She indicated that

she was now as unappreciative of reading others' stories on the computer as she
was of reading her own (Q#3&4). She had used the computer a lot out of school

but less than she had estimated in March. She would now not like to spend more
t h e doing her work on the computer much, whereas in March she thought she

would enjoy it much more (Q%lO). She would ail1 like to work with a computer
rather than another mident, but not as much as in March. She now felt she would
not find it much easier to ask a computer to help her understand something than a

teacher or another nudent, whereas in March she felt it would be much easier.
She saw a role for computers as an aid in doing projects, as a resource, for games,

and for keyboarding. She did not mention the computer as an instmctor or tutor.
On the self concept survey, student #114 changed responses to only 3 of
10 questions. She stiil saw berseif as an average reader (QH),
getting better at

reachg (Q#2), as dobg very weli in her studies lately (4#3), and prefening to

work with a partner (Q#4). She saw herseif as liked by others (Q#5), but felt they
may find her a linle bossy at times (4#6). In March she was happy to use a
computer because no one else knew if she made a mistake. Now she liked the
computer because she could progress at her own speed. She still saw the
computer as good for her education but was fnistrated with, and criticized it for
not explainhg things well.
The overall change in student #114, indicated by responses on
the questionnaire, seem to be three-fold. She was less enthusiastic with the
computer, havhg met with some of the frustrations of using it, she has realized it is
much easier to get verbal explanation âom a teacher or help fiom another student
than a cornputer, and çhe now realized she prefers working with others to spending
t h e on the computer.

The responses on the self concept suwey show agreement with the
questionnaire. She preferred working with a teacher and other midents to

working on the computer. She still enjoyed the thought of ushg the computer
because she could move at her own Pace but realized there would be harations
with computer eqlanations. The uses she suggested for the computer was as a

tool' for helping her do her work.

#l 1SL This student changed 9 of the 18 responses on the format

questionnaire. He aiil liked to use the computer some (Q#l), but did not iîke to

use the word processor as much now as in June (4#2). He enjoyed reading others'
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stories on the wmputer more but enjoyed bis own less now than in March. The
frustration he has experienced was obvious with the change in response tiom "not

much" to "veryrnuch" in question 7 refening to the use of the computer for
practice. He also acknowledged the difiiculty he has reading instsuctions on the
computer (Q#9&14), preferred to work with another student more than a

cornputer (Q#12), and felt that teachers' explanations were more intereshg than
the cornputer's (Q#14). He still preferred working individuaiiy on the cornputer to
working in groups, but would like to work with one other student. The uses he
saw for the computer were helping with his math and typing skills.

On the self concept survey # 115 changed 5 of 10 responses. His selfesteem had improved. He felt that he had improved in his reading the l a s few

weeks (4#2), although he realired he was still too cornplacent about standing up
for himseîf(Q#5). His response to question #7 suggests he stiii preferred to work
independently and but had not had the success working on the computer he
thought he would have (Q#7&8). In March he felt that the computer offered a less
messy alternative to producing his own written work and had found some options

availabie in the program which impressed him (Qg9). In March he thought he
might be confiised with the work on the computer and in June he acknowledged

hsuation with it.

The overd changes indicated by the questionnaire were twofold. Snident #Il5 had become a Little disenchamed with the wmputer and now
realizes some of its limitations and the hstrations they can cause. He dso had
more of an appreciation for the information pro~idedby the teacher.

The selfconcept survey rcnilts showed changes in attitude similar to those
of the questionnaire but also that his seif-esteem had improved. He saw himselfas

a better reader. Even though he acknowledged his weakness in standing up for
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himseif in project work he saw an improvement in reading. The results of the

Gates MacGinitie and the Johns agree with his self evaiuation, even though the

results on the Reading Investigations strand, Course and Grouping Reports, do
not -

Middle These two students only agreed on three items
in the format questionnaire. Since the intervention they both stiU found it "lots

easier"to understand written instmctions on paper and oniy one still found it "lots
easier" to understand written instructions on the computer. Neither one of them

found it dficult paying attention to what was being talked about in class.
Generally student 115 had become less enchanted with using the computer for
gening information and instructions, doing work, practicing skiils, and getting help
understanding things.

On the self concept survey both middle achievers still had a good opinion
of themselves as readers and one of them felt he had improved lately and was
better at contributing good work to group projects, although both midents

expressed concem about their effectiveness in goup projects. There had b e n no
change in theu opinions in regard to the quaiity of their work in other subjects.

They both enjoyed being able to go quickly and produce neat work on the
computer, but expressed fnistration at the inabüity of the computer to explain
things. One of them saw the computer as being good for your education and the

other üked the idea of being able to express his own opinions.

On the format of instruction questionnaire, student #111 did not change his
opinion on 8 of the 18 questions. He indicated that he now was more in favor of
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word processing bis stories (Q#.2), but less in favor of reading his or other
students' stories fiom the computer (Q.#3&4). He expressed less frustration with
difliculties on the computer (#6),but indicated that he was more aware that he has
diffculties understanding computer instructions (Q#9). He was very much less in
favor of spending more tirne on the computer (#IO), but would still find it much

easier to ask questions ifhe could ask a computer rather than a tacher or other
students. Question #17 indicated a 180 degree change in preferences as he now
would sooner work in groups than alone. He still saw a use for computers in
education and would like to use them for more 'subjects' and Yhings'.
On the self concept survey, student # I l 1 remained unchanged in his
opinions for 6 of the 10 questions. He now felt his reading was getting better, but
not as much as in March. He felt he had done his bea work recently in groups

(QM),because he did his share of the work (Q.815). He still felt he could go
quickly on the computer (Q.#7), but there was some hstration expressed at the
limitations to his overall rate of progress (Q.#8). He still Iiked computers for
games and to mite nories but now showed haration that the computer can
'screw up', (his expression), and not necessarily because of something he did.

su ma^^ Student $1 11 found it easier to write on the computer, possibly
because of neatness and speed factors, but did not like to read from the screen. He
was stdi not happy asking teachers or othen for help and would like to be able to
get help fiom a computer, possibly because it wouldn't think badly of hirn for

asking 'stupid' questions, as he rnight phrase it. His nated preference was for
group work and he adrnitted that he did better work with other students,
depending on the mident. He wanted an expandeci use of computers for
education. He identified this as games.

On the self concept survey he indicated that his opinion of his reading
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development was not as good as it was in March. The Gates MacGi~tie
supported this but the Johns did not. He was quite fnistrated with the fact that he
mua proceed through reading exercises at the speed the machine dictated and was

very unhappy with the knowledge that the computer can 'screw up' without his
having done something wrong.

Student H l 3 changed oniy 8 of 18 responses to questions on the
evaluation of instruction format questionnaire. He enjoyed using the computer to
write and read his own and others' s t o k in June as much as in March (Q# 1&2),
aithough he never did enjoy reading his own stories rnuch (Q#4), and had only

siightly enjoyed reading the stories of othen (Qdf3). He still found it very
frustra~gwhen he couldn't control the computer (Q#6), but he would still like to
use it for skiiis practice if needed (4#8). He felt he could understand written
inaructions very well on both computer and paper (Q#7&8), but needed help at

times (Q.#11). He was no longer as convinced he would like to spend more time
either doing work on the computer (Q#10)or working with a computer rather than

another student (Q.#12). He felt he was more attentive in class now and that
instruction from a teacher was more interesthg than fkom a computer (QH3). He

stiii did aot Like interacting with teachers and students though and found asking a
cornputer for help easier than a s b g a teacher or another mident. Question #17
showed that he would sooner work on his own than with even just one other
person. In March, student #Il3 stated an interest in word processing,
informational programs, games, and the internet. In June he only mentioned the

physical components of a computer, the printer and the tower.
On the self concept survey student H l 3 changed 6 of 10 responses to
questions. His estimation of himselfas a reader feli fkom average to below average
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(Q#l), even though he felt there had b e n no change in his reading ability (4#2),
and that his work generally was still average (QS). He aated bis best work was

accomplished independently and no longer with a parnier

(w).He felt that

others didn't think he could contribute good work to a project and they didn't like

him, wt just that they didn't like working with him. He still felt he could do weU
on the cornputer and liked using it for that reason but found it fnistrating when he

couldn't go very fast on it. The thing he iiked best about the computer was playing

games and what he disliked about it most was word processing.
Student #113 did not change his attitude toward reading and

still did not care to read his own work or some one else's work. He didn't really
seem to like to use the computer for work but prefers it to working with others.

Even though he found teacher instruction more interesthg now than in
March, he still did not like to interact with teachers or other midents much and
preferred to use the computer if he needed help with something. He liked to play

games on the computer but no longer referred to the imemet, or Uiformational
progarns, and in fact indicated he did not Wte word processimg much anymore.

His positive attitude toward the computer had deteriorated. He had not improved
his attitude toward others and his selfesteem appears worse.

On the self concept survey his evaluation of himself as a reader had
dropped since March without change in his performance. This indicates he was
possibly cornpuhg himseifto the others in the intervention group and the pnvacy,

which was one of the benefits of the computer program, was not n e c e s d y
assured. His self esteem was poor in that he felt the other students did not like
him. Even though he found the computer hstrating and did not Wte word

processing, he still preferred the computer to working with others who mi@
reject him.
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There was consensus between the two low

achievers on questions 1,4,8,9, and 10. Both of thern started out enjoying using

the computer and clairned the sarne at the end of the intervention. They shared a
tendency toward not enjoying reading or getting information fiom the computer as
much as they had since the intervention and clairned to understand written
instnictions on paper as well as the ones on computer. They both found it easier
to pay attention to what was being talked about in class. However mident # I l 1
did not want to spend more time dokg his work on the computer while #Il3 did.
On the selfconcept survey, both sîudents stiii saw the use of cornputers as
being for games and expressed fnistration at the sort of management problems that
arise when using the computer. One student bas shifled towards wanting to work

with others more than the cornputer and the other, who has always had dficulty
associating with other students in the class, was as committed as ever to worlcing

on the wmputer rather than with other students.

Questionnaire. When asked ifthey &ed reading their own aories on the
wmputer ali ofthe students k e d it less after the intervention and those who did
not change opinions did not like it much before the intewention.
When asked ifthey would like to spend more tirne doing their work on the
wmputer ail but two found it less appealing, one found it "much" less appealing,

and the ones who had not changed their opinions did not like it much to start with.

Student # I l 5 only liked the ide. "some". Similarly, when asked if they would
sooner like to work with a cornputer than another mident, al1 but two students

changed their opinion to "a lesser degree", one "much less" and the ones who had

not changed their opinions only liked the idea "some" or did not iike the idea much
prior to the intervention.
When asked if they found getthg instructions from the cornputer more
interesting than from a teacher, four students expressed "less interest" since the
intervention and the two who had no change of opinion did "not like it much" or
only k e d it "some". Similarly when asked if they would find it more interesting to
get help understanding things h m a teacher or other mdem than a computer, aii
but one thought it would "not be interesting" to use the computer for this. Four
did not change their opinion, one found it "much less hteresting" to get help fkom

the cornputer and one, # I l 3 who had difticulty interacting in the class, found it a
" M e more interesting". Also in response to the idea of asking the computer for
help, one found it to be "much more difiicult" and another found it "very much

more dficult" to ask a computer.
As f x as just enjoying using the computer, there was only one change in

the whole group, 112 found it "very much less enjoyable" to use the cornputer

wkile the others still expressed the same amount of enjoyment for it as they had at

the %artof the intervention,
The effect ofthe experience with the computer program on dEerent levels

of achievers was varied. The high achievers both enjoyed reading their own stories
on the computer "less" now than prior to the experience, and they both thought
they would like getting instructions ftom the computer "less interesting" than from

a teacher now than prior to the expenence.
The middle achieven both indicated that they would sooner like to work
with another studmt rather than a computer since the intervention.

The low achievers both indicated that they would like to spend more tirne
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dohg work on the computer "much less" now than prior to the intervention.
Few responses to the format questionnaire showed changes reflective of an
improved opinion of computer use. Two students felt they would find it "less
dficuit" to ask a computer for explanations, only one enjoyed wxiting out their

own work on the computer, and only one enjoyed reading other peoples work

fiom the computer more after the intervention. Only one found it "less fnistrating"
when the computer would not do what he wanted it to do. Of the five positive
responses to the use of the computer. four were fiom low achieving students.
They both said that games were an important use of the computer.
W
C
,
-

The self concept survey for the high achievers showed

agreement in changes in concept, only in that computers were fin and they could
be harating. Student 110 now liked working with computers, not because she
did not have to work with someone else but because she could progress faster.

SiMIarly she disked the fact that computers could not dways explain things to
her. Student 1 12 believed that he did better work with another person rather than
on his own.

The middle achievers both saw the computer as giving them the abiiity to

progress at their chosen speed now that they have experienced the intervention.
Prior to this they perceived computer work as being easy and providing privacy to

make mistakes. Student 115 felt that his reading and quality of work was
improving. He found the frustration in ushg the computer more significant now
and outweighing the coniïdentiality that the computer use offered. Both of these

students appreciated that using computers can be hstrating and confushg
because of poor explanations but they liked the computer because they had the
option of going at their own fast rate and not having messy work.

The low achieven showed the most change in &concept as ïndicated by
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responses on the survey. They had no changes of self concept in common.
Student 1 11 felt his reading was not improving as well as it was and felt his best
work was being accomplished now in a group rather than aione or with just one
other snident. He expressed hstration in using the computer because it didn't
always explain and he couldn't go very fast. Student 113 now rated hirnself as a

below average reader and he would prefer to work alone now rather than with
another shident. He felt the other students didn't like him and that he couldnft
contribute good work to the project. Ee recognized that he couldn't always do the
work the computer gave him and got moa of it wrong. This grouping of midents

agreed that one of the important uses of computers was for games but that
computers coufd "screw up" and be hstrating.

to

What is the impact of CAI instruction on: (1) attitude

toward using computer programs as an instructional format and (2) self-concept,
as measured by the respective questionnaire and survey?
1. Overall, the response to the use of computers as a teaching format was

more negative after the intervention than before it. Students found coping with
management problems and understanding some of the explanations dificult. There
was also a general shift toward wanting to work with other people and not just

with the computer. Some of the students mentioned that they saw the computer as
a leaming tool, but did not praise it as an instructional format. The idea of garnes

and intemet use remained popular. Many of the midents stili wanted to use the
computer, but to a Iesser degree.
Exponire to this program caused changes in opinion for al1 of the students.

There were many instances where the majority of students in the group tended to
agree in their changes of opinion. Question 9 of the questionnaire asked if
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students found it easy to understand written instructions on the cornputer monitor
and showed a large shift fiom "very rnuch"to "some". Question number 4 asked if

students liked reading their stories on the cornputer monitor and there was a mong
shift from "lots and very much" to 'hot much". Question number 12 asked if
midents would sooner work with a computer than another student and there was a

SMfkom "someto v e v much" to "some to no". Questions number 14 and 16
asked if students fïnd getting instructions fiom the computer more interesting than
Eom a teacher and if asking the computer for explmations fiom the computa
rather than a teacher or other students was better. The response noved fiom
"some to very much" to " some to no" for both. Almost al1 of the students
expressed hstration of one sort or another with the intervention according to the
questionnaire.
2. The majority of changes in selfconcept noted after the intervention
were negative and of those negative changes more than half were ascribed to the

low achieving students. Frustration with inability to progress at a chosen rate and
difliculty understanding instructions were the most frequent changes. Among the
low achievers, there was some lessening of self esteern in regard to self perceived
reading ability and performance on the computer. Much of the negativity came

from student 1 13, who had a very poor self image to begin with. The fact that
there was a shift to further negativity, even when the use of the computer was his
choice above working with others, was noteworthy. The privacy the program
aforded did not do anything to alleviate his poor self esteem. The use ofthe CA1
did not appear to irnprove self concept, whether or not it did more damage than
t h e in the regular classroom would have was not certain.

The self concept swey, which dealt mostly with the student's opinion of
thmiselves and the computer, did not reveal as much change in opinion as the
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questio~airewhich dealt mostly with the student's opinion of using the computer.

Most students saw thanselves as average readers who were getting better at
reading and working best with a partner or alone. Most of them liked the
cornputer because they could set their own Pace in some ways. Only one person
was concemed with making mistakes pubticly. Students mostly did not îike

woricing on the computer because they couldn't ask it questions. The computer
wouldn't explain for them. Only two people found lack of speed, for whatever
reason, fnistrating enough to note. M y one person mentioned lemhg to read
when asked what they liked bea about using the computer. Fmstration with
computer glitches, "screwups", and lack of interactivity was what they disliked
mon about using the computer.

Focus Group Discussion
As well as providing the students with closure to the snidy, the purpose of

the focus group was to substantiate the hdings of the format of instruction
questionnaire and self concept suivey by aiiowing students to critique the program
of which they now had first hand knowledge. The response of the students to the
focus group questions demonstrated areas of concem for them as the intended
users of the program and pointed out attitude changes developing toward the end
of this short exponire to the program.

AU of the students found some of the stories were boring. They ali wanted
to see options to choose not only what they were reading but also the level of
challenge. It was possible that some students scored poorly on the reading
achievement measun because they were bored with the program. AU students
adrnitted to allowing themselves to become distracted toward the end of the

-
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experience. They were g a g bored with both computer use and the CA1
program itself. AD admitted that jack of choice as to subject matter, level of work,
and rate of progress was fnistrating.

It may be impossible but I'd like to improve the
speed of it and the voices on it and more chaîienging... &e 1

said before for grade 6'ers more work To separate 1-3

then 4-6 and then if you think you are able go on to 7's stuE

(1 14 in response to the question of what would you do to improve that

promm.

AU of the students agreed that the program was too easy, and the subject
matter was old and too simple. "I don? k e the summing up. You d t e a lot then
it asks you to write some more. And the questions. Its iike reading a picture book

and then ansvuering two questions. What colour is the fiog?" (112) Although
some of the students claimed that the material was too easy it was probably
challenging enough, but peer pressure caused them to agree with the better readers
who did in fact find it too easy.

The students agreed that the siowness of both the computer and the

Reading Investigations Strand of the Successmaker program were annoying and
that more student control over rate of progress would be essentid.

The amputer voice was a problem for ail of the students as were the
abrupt messages that t sometimes delivered. "I'd get etme real people to talk on
there with their normal voices..." (student 112) One student did not appreciate the

lengthy audio introduction sections that preceded each reading and another
complained there was just too much tdking altogether. Since al1

complained of the voice it was not surprising he became fiustrated with it.
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Even afker having the whole program explained to them. none of the
midents were left with the concept that they were using a program that was to
help them leam how to comprehend what they read. This does not say good
things about the ski11 lessons or the program explanations. Al1 midents claimed to
understand the program but did not know there was a giossary or thesaurus
available, so the tutorid on the use of the prograrn itself was lacking. These were

the responses to the question "Didyou use the thesaurus?" "1didntt even know it

was there." (112) "Mat's a thesaurus?" (1 11) "1think 1 did." (1 13) #en

they

were reminded, in the focus session, that the program was to teach them how to

read better, they said they aiready knew how to read. The aim of the prograrn was
to teach cornprehension s u s and students did not feel it had achieved this. They
were left with the impression that the content was the important factor. These
were the responses to the question, "It was supposed to teach you how to read and
understand the concepts. Do you think it taught you that?" "Notreally. It didn't

teil me anything 1 didn't know about reading moaly jus facts." (1 1 1) Ifthey had
understood better what the red objectives were perhaps the content would have

been Iess of an issue.
The students all agreed they k e d getthg out of class but it appeared to
bother two of the students very much, one because she missed homework that the
rest of the class was doing and the other because she felt conspicuous Uitempting

the class when she left. A discussion of times when the midents didn't want to go
to the cornputers, made it apparent that the students would like to use the
cornputer on a voluntariiy basis, if they had an option as to times and some choices
about what they would rad.
Al1 of the students but one said that they would iike a variety approach to
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leamhg consisting of classroom work, library research, group and partner work
and computer. One of them pointed out that dinuent students need to have
dEerent amounts and kinds of explanations and that the teacher was better able to
supply this than the computer.

The two students who used the program in the aftemoon were very
fharated by the administrative mix ups, the t h e they felt they had lost, and the

fact that they then had to repeat GAI work. Thereafkr they felt they were behind
the other students. Administrative problems and technical difnculties which
interfere with progress are not unique to this project. Severai midents had
difliculty with the program and could not get the administration or technical help
they needed with it, partly because no one was around and partly because they did
not feel cornfortable intempting already overtaxed resource people.
It appeared to bother some students that they did not know who they were
writing their summuig up reports for, stating that knowing who or what the writing
was for determined the amount of effort.
At the conclusion of the program two ofthe students stated they liked
working on their own and shce the computer dowed for this they k e d the
computer, but both said they would sooner do regular work on their own than
work on the computer.
Two of the students appreciated that the program aiiowed them to make
miaakes without others knowing or teasing, but this was never a large issue for

the whole group.
Generally all of the students had had enough of the CA1 program and
seemed to be happy that the project had ended.

c
The -dent

input fiom the focus group helped to reinforce wbat the

instructional format questionnaire and self concept survey pointed out. The use of
cornputers as a teaching format was more negative d e r the intervention in that
students found that coping with management problems and understanding some of

the explanations difficult and fiustrating. The Reading Investigations Strand of the
Successmaker program was not meeting the needs of ail the students in that many
found the stories boring, the exercises not chaifenging enough, the voice annoying,
and the lack of student controlied options too restrictive. At the conclusion
students expressed a desire to work with other people and not just with the
computer. The students indicated that they saw the computer as a leaming tool,
but wanted variety in the instructional format. The idea of games and internet use

remained popular and many of the students wanted to use the computer but to a
lesser degree.
Frustration with inability to progress effectively at a chosen rate and
difnculty with underaanding instructions were the most ftequent changes the
student noted on the self concept survey and this was reiterated in the focus group
discussions. Among the low achievers, there was some lessening of selfesteem, in
particular with student #113. The privacy the program afforded did not do

anything to deviate his poor selfesteem.
The midents did not completely condemn this particular CA1 or the use of

other such programs in general. Their discussion did suggest that the Reading
Investigations program was not fault fiee and shodd be used with caution as one
among many tools cunently used in their education.

CHAPTER V
FINDINGS AND lMPLICATIONS

The concept of leanillig, especially the leamhg of reading, as an
interactive, complex process r e q u i ~ gsocial support for the development of
individual processes in the construction of knowledge, is accepted by moa
educators today. Teaching methods must therefore be versatile enough to meet
not only the needs of a general student body, but also the s p d c and complex
needs of the individual. The student who is not performing to expected standards,
who might be referred to as remediai, having the most complex and immediate
needs of al1 students, may require perhaps the widest range of responses. Teachers
need to be aware of individuai and immediate needs of the students as they change
throughout the course of learning and be prepared to respond effectively. The
complexity of knowing, analyzing, and responding appropriately to those needs
appears too complex for cornputer systems, such as the one implemented, as they
exist today.

The use of CA1 prograrns has become a concem to educators who
recognize the complexity of the tasks that these programs are being used to
address. The needs of many of the students cannot be properly met by what this
particular CAI program offers and its intended and ofien specified use is fiequently
not complied with in implementation. Budgetary concems appear to outweigh
student needs for leamhg by administrators and teachers a e , resulting in such
CA1 programs being used indiscriminately. Their use as replacement for expert

teaching and adequate remediation not only render the programs less effective than
they should be, but may potentiaiiy h m students.

The purpose of this study therefore was to explore the concem that such
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technological methods are fkequently ineffective and determine ifthe use of such
CAI programs may be having a detrimentai efféct on siudent sesconcept. It also

questions what use should be made of CA1 programs in the elernentary school
years,
To this end this research: (1) examïned the effectiveness of CA1 programs

through a fiterature teview; (2) anaiyzed the stmcture of one such program aimed
at enhancing reading performance, (SuccesslMaker, Reading I1tye~ngutio11~~

Computer soAware, 1993) and; (3) reflected on the relevance of this program by
examinhg the eEect of implementing the program with 6 selected students from
one classroom over a set penod of time.
The questions for study were:
1. In this study, is Computer Assiaed Instruction, as represented by the

Reading Investigations strand of the Successmaker program, effective for 6 grade
six audents. For example, do low-achievers benefit more 6om this program than

rniddle and high-achievers as assessed by performance on the Successmaker
Reading strand's daily course reports and cumulative grouping reports, on the
Gates-MacGinitie aandardized reading tests (1965) and the Johns infornial reading
invemory (1994)?
2. What is the impact of this computer instruction on:(l) attitude toward using

a specific cornputer program as an innnictional format; and (2) selficoncept as
measured by the respective questio~aireand sumeys and informed by the focus
group discussion?
3. Given these results, how appropriate is the use that is currently being made

of one such computer assisted instruction program?

vlew

A number of characteristics of this program should raise questions

regarding its effectiveness. It was found that there were problems with both the
rnethod of presentation and the selection of reading passages in the CAI studied.

InstnictionalThe individual use suggested by the manufacturer
precludes sociai input to learning and also may result in the students being

stigmatized as they are removed from the classroom for computer work.
Prereading exercises, essential to activatirtg or providing background knowledge in
the development of reading skiils, are not possible. If isolated use and rate of
proceeding are individualired, sharing in the classroom setting becomes difncult,
especidy if the program is being used for remediation. The materials covered are
fiequently not relevant to Canadian students shce exerpts predominantly feahire
Amencan hiaory and Amencan chamters. Strategies are dealt with and then left
with not enough application in other than the current program situation. The

format of vocabulary midies becomes a little too "workbookish" in sorne areas.

Students found they did not like the non-human voice quality, had little or no
control over their l d n g , and the drudgery ofrepetitive drills became a "tumsi'
for some. Little emphasis is put on the instructional value of discussion and

hearing proper language usage. In short, opportunities for modeling are lacking.

The writing component of reading was not ernphasized and
written work had no specified audience and no sharing. Lacking a real audience

and purpose rendered the notebook exercises ineffective. Level of challenge was
not sufficientiy individualized as a mident's ability to put forth effort may fluctuate
M y . The absence ofencouraguig peer and teacher praise quickiy caused the
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students in this study to lose interest in the writing activities.
The frequency of use required for optimal benefit ftom exposure to
the prograrn is not possible the-wise or hancidy. The initial cost of this type of

prograrn is prohibitive, especially in terms of class use. Yearly site licenses are
another ongoing expense as are eequent upgrades to each program.

c
Accordhg to the CA1 program reports, students fkom aii three levels
showed irnprovement in some reading skils, but there was not consiaently more
Unprovernent arnong the hi@-achieving students than the middle or low-achieving
students. What did become apparent was that there was no uniformity or trend to
be identifïed in the repons based on high, middle, or low-achievement groupings.

The reports generated by the program were designed to track the individuai's
growth in specific areas but did not give an overall statement of progress in terms
such as stanines or grade equivalents that could be used for cornparison. Students
benefited in their own way and to a greater or lesser degee than others.
Consistency of intervention was jeopardized to dEerent degrees for each
mident for various reasons. Regardless of cause, consistency of tirne on task was
assumed to have had an impact on achievement gains fiom the use of the program.
Prolonged absences experienced by some of the students had some effect on
performance but there appeared to be no correlation between days rnissed and final
cumulative scores, although the two students who missed the largest number of
sessions due to absenteeism were also the only mdents to show no Unprovernent

.in any particular skill. Aiso mident #112 scored the highest overd percentage in
his cumulative score (81%), mastered the largest number of sküls and missed the
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least number of days. The lengthy computer sessions used by the students
attempting to make up missed time on the program and the hstrations caused by

computer management problems were aiso factors which may have infiuenced the
effectveness of the program. Concem about missing important activities in class
was a problem for one student that may also have impaaed perfomance. The
degree to which each of these factors influenced the effectiveness of the program
for each student is impossible to estimate, as is determination of the amount of
increased growth attributable to achievement level prior to the intervention.

Test OuAccording to the Gates-MacGinitie standardized reading test there were
mked results in the reading performance of ail levels of students. The Johns IR1

results indicated gains in oral reading comprehension for one high level reader,

gains for one Iow level reader, with no real change for the other low level reader
and the middle level readers. Silent cornprehension showed more change overall,
with one high level students' scores hcreasing, one dropping, one low level

mident's scores increasing, and only one of the middle level students showing an
increasing.

The experience with the computer program for dBerent levels of achievers
caused varied changes in attitude toward the use of CA1 programs. At the
conclusion of the study both of the high-achievers said that they enjoyed reading
their own stories on the computer less than prior to the experience, and neither

found it as interesting gening instructions from the computer as fkom a teacher.

The middle achievers both indicated that they would sooner work with
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another student than a computer since the intemention.

The low achievers both indicated that they would Wre to spend l e s t h e
doing work on the computer now than prior to the intervention.
Few responses to the format questionnaire reflected an improved opinion
of computer use. Iwo students felt they would find it easier to ask a computer for
explanations, but only one enjoyed processing his own work on the computer.
Ody one enjoyed reacüng others' work fkom the computer after the intervention

and did not h d it fhstrating when the computer would not do what he wanted.
Of the five positive responses to the use of the computer four of them were fiom
low-achieving students. These students both maintained that games were an
important use of the computer.

The seifconcept survey showed changes in attitude of
high achievers but there was agreement only in that computers were fiin and they
could be hstrating. Student 110 now k e d working with computers, not because
she did not have to work with someone else but because she could produce work
faster. Similarly she dislikes the fact that computers cannot always satisfactody
explain things to her. Student 112 believed that he does better work with another
person rather than on his own and would opt for that rather than work alone on
the computer. These mdents no longer visualited themselves interacting as
effectiveiy with a computer as with another mident but they still saw some uses for
computer programs in education. The experience did not appear to have changed

their view of themselves as achievers.

Middle The midde achievers both saw the computer as giving
them the ability to progress at their chosen speed now that they had expenenced
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the interwntion. Prior to this they viewed computer work as being easy and
providing privacy to make mistakes. Student 115 feft bis reading and quality of
work was irnproving. He eventually found the frustration associated with using
the computer was more significant than the privacy provided by the computer
program. Both of these average students appreciated that computers can be
hstrating and confusing because of poor explmations but they iiked having the

choice of being able coincidentally to progress quickly and neatiy. Again, these
snidents noted some pros and cons of computer programs but showed no negative

shiAs in their opinion of self as leamers.

I .ow achievers As revealed in the survey responses, the low-achievers
showed the most change in self concept but they had no changes of self concept in
common. Student 11 1 felt that his reading was not improving as weU as it had
prior to the intervention and now believed that his best work is accomplished in a
group rather than done or with just one other mident. He expressed haration in
using the computer because it didn't explain clearty and that slowed down
progress. The management error that caused hirn to restart the program bothered
student i 1 1 more than it did any of the other students. Student 1 13 rated himself

as a below average reader after the intervention and would prefer to work alone
rather than with another student. He was convinced that the other students didn't
Iike hirn and that he couldnBtcontribute to a project. He felt now that he couldn't

always do the work the computer gave him and he got moa of it wrong. This
grouping of students agmd that one of the important uses of computers is for
games but that computers could "screw up" and be fiustrating. Student 113
experienced a negative shift in self esteem. This shiff appeared to have been
caused, in part, by social rejection, but also by unsuccessfirl interaction with the

computer program.
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Students expressed concems as the intended users of the program that
supported the findings noted above. Al1 students found some of the stories
uninteresthg and were fiustrated with the lack of options to select what they were

reading, the level of challenge it presented, and the rate of progress they could
make. Al1 students admitted to allowing themselves to become distracted toward

the end of the expenence, because they were getting bored with both computer use
and the CA1 prograrn itself They found the Wnting portion of the program

lacking audience, purpose, and challenge. They noted the slowness of the
computer and found the program annoying and they deplored the lengthy audio
introduction to reading selections.

The purpose of the program, helping them l e m how to better comprehend
what they read, was not made clear to the mdents. The skill lessons and prograrn
exphnations appeared to be lacking here. Students did not feel the program had
achieved its goal of teaching betîer reading skius. With better understanding of the
real objectives, perhaps content would have been less of an issue and
comprehension would have become the focus in their minds.
The students aii agreed they would like to use the prograrn voluntarily, as
part of a variety approach to learning consisting of classroom work, library

mearch, group and partner work, and computer. Student 114 pointed out that
dinerent students need to have diffierent amounts and kinds of explanarion that the
teacher was better able to supply than the computer prograrn.
Administrative &ups

caused restarts and the resulting feeling of being

behind hstrated some midents greatly. Adminimative problems and technical
difficulties which interfered with progress were not unique to this project. Severai
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students could not get the administration or technical help needed, partiy because
no one was around and partiy because they did not feel cornfortable intempting

already overtaxed resource people.
At the end of the program, two students claimed a preference for working

on their own and since the computer allowed for tbis they liked the computer, but
both said they would sooner do regular classroom work on thek own than work
on the computer. Two of the students initiaiiy appreciated the cornputer's

confidentiality cunceming errors, but this was never a large issue for the whole
W'UP*

Conclusions

As it was used in this study, the Reading Investigations Strand of the

Successmaker program was found to have numerous problem areas that make it
less effective, especially as a stand-alone program of study. Each student in the
intervention found many sources of dEculty in using and profiting from the
program.

Although the literature review supports the concept that leaming,

especially the leamhg of reading, requires the expertise of a classroom teacher, the
social supports of a classroom and personal individual instruction on a regular
basis the m d y also found that the use of the Reading Investigations Strand of the

Successmaker program as one of many teaching resources may be heipfbl.
Recurring patterns appeared fiorn the reading strand

obsewations making it apparent that attitude toward the use of the program was
an important factor. Ifthe student was not motivated, either Uiternally by personal

values or extemaily by others' values or some form of reward, they did not do well
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on the program. Student 110 was enthusiastic about the program and then
sornething extemai to the study appeared to distract her, yielding poor resuhs

compared to expectations. Student 112 began with a positive attitude and did
extremely weli on the program showhg large gains. Student 114 had a positive
attitude and was excited at the prospect of the expenence. Her strong work ethic

as weil as the value she placed on leamuig helped her cope with the several
frustrations she encountered. Student 115 did not have a positive anmide to

reading, did not like wrhing, and did poorly on this program, partly because of a
lack of effort. Student 111 developed a negative attitude when he ran intc
âustration with program management. This appears to have detracted from the
remainder of his experience. He also did not do as weli as anticipated. Student
113 was motivated by working out of the class and showed some gains. Since

anitude is a strong factor in achieving in the class setting, it is not surprishg that it
is also a factor in the success of this program.
Frustration with the management of the computer program appeared to
have b e n a factor for both of the midents who had to restart. They both recalled
it diaastefuily and neither did as well as expected on the program.

In response to the question, "1s CA1 instruction eRective overall or is CA1
instruction more effective for some groups of midents than others? For example,
do low-achieven benefit more fiom C M than middle or top-achievers as assessed
by daily and cumulative cornputer records, performance on the Gates-MacGinitie

standardized reading test (1965), and the Johns informai reading inventory
(1994)?", the foiiowing can be said.

Based on results obtainecl, this CAI program was not as effective o v e d
since not ail of the students made gains in reading comprehension using this
program. Nor was this CAI instruction more effective for any particular groups of
students, hi&

middle or low achievers. According to the cornputer generated

reports there were students tiom both high and low levels of achievement who did
not show irnprovement in any of the skills tested. The Gates-MacGinitie results

also showed mixed results. The Johns IRI indicated gains in one high and one low
achiever for oral comprehension but not for middle achievers, whereas the silent
comprehension results showed one high and both low achievers making gains, one
middle achiever making gains and the other staying the same. On an individual
basis, the Gates-MacGinitie and Johns indicated that high achievers did better than
rniddle or low achievers but one high achieving student did very poorly compared
to both expectations and other studentfsperformance. Therefore it can be said that
this fom of instruction appears to be more beneficial for some students than
others, but only on an 'individuai' basis, as noted in earlier discussions of attitude.
It should also be noted that consistency of intemention appeared to effixt
results. The student who gained the most fiom the intervention was subject to the

least disruption. The student who experienced the most disruption made no gains.

Based on the information to this point, the effectiveness of the CA1
program appears to depend more on the individual's personal motivation, ability to
deal with hstration, and cornmitment to doing weU than it does their existing level
of achievement. Ifthis is me, the answer to the foUowing questions becomes very
important.

In response to the second question studied, "What is the impact of this CA1

instruction on: (1) attitude toward using cornputer programs as an instructional
format; and (2) self-concept as measured by the respective questionnaire and
informeci by the focus group discussion?", the foliowhg has been concludeci.
1. Attitude toward the use of cornputers as a teaching format became more

negative after the intervention as students found coping with management
problems and program explanations difncult. The general shift in attitude toward
working with other students supports this conclusion. At the end of the
intervention, students recognized the computer as a learning tool, but did not
praise it as an instnictiod format. Some liked the computer because they could
set their own Pace in restricted ways. Oniy one person considered the
confidentiality the CA1 aEorded more important than working with other people.
Not being able to ask questions because the computer lacked the capacity to
expiain was a problem for al1 of the midents. Two students found the slowness of
Pace hstrating enough to note it. Frustration with computer giitches and lack of
interactivity was a major problem in the computer program for these students.
Only one person mentioned improving their reading when asked what they k e d
best about using the computer.
Exposure to this intervention caused changes in opinion of the computer
program for al1 the students in the intervention. Students aated they found it more
difficuh to understand written instructions on the computer monitor and found
getbg instructions fiom the computer less interesthg than asking a teacher or

other students. They found they iiked reading their stories on the cornputer
monitor less and p r e f e d to work with another student over working with the
computer. Almost al1 of the students expressed fiunration of one sort or another
with the program according to the questionnaire responses.
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The study was only of six weeks duration, included a variety of students,
and still much negativity arose. What the results would have been with only

remedial students over a prolonged period of tirne, which is often the use made of
this program, can only be surmised.
2. The impact on sesconcept was negative for the low-achieving snidents

but appeared to have had no ieal impact on the self-concept of the middle or high
achieving sîudents. The amount of change in this ara that is actuaily assignable to
the CA1 instruction, however, cannot be determined by this study as many other

factors that were not considered codd also have iduenced the students.
Over half of the negative changes in seEconcept noted after the
intervention were ascribed to the low-achiewig students. Frustration with the
inability to progress at a chosen rate and dficuity understanding instructions were
the moa fiequently noted changes. Low-achievers experienced some lessening of

self est-

especially with selSjudged reading ability and perfomance on the

computer. Much of the negativity came ffom mident 113 who had a very poor
self image to begin with. The fact that there was a shift to further negativity, even
when the use of the cornputer was his choice above working with others, is a
concem. The confidentiality affordedby the program did not do anything to
aileviate his poor selfesteem. The use of the CA1 did not appear to improve his

self concept. Whether or not the CA1 intervention did more damage than regular
classroom work would have is not certain.
The selfconcept survey, which dealt mostiy with the students' opinions of

themselves and the computer, did not indicate as much change as the format
questionnaire which concemed student's opinion of using computer programs as
the instructional format. After the intervention, moa students saw themselves as

average readers who were VnproWig their reading SUS,
working best with a
-1 10-

single p m e r or aione.

The attitudes revealed and recomrnendations arising from the focus group
discussion indicated that the students found fadts with the suitability of the
program itself, application and management. These findings coincide with the
previously reported information, discovered throughout the intemention.

Overall ConcIusion

Based on these results, the third question for audy, "Given these results, is
the use that is currently being made of this CA1program appropriate? " may be

answered as follows.
Through rnany year of chmging theones and subsequent changes in
methodology, educators have found that individual needs, background, and
interests are factors that must be considered in order to supply appropriate
environments and materials for each mident to lm. This study seemed to
c o h n generalizations fiom the iiterature reviews that: (1) computer assisted
instruction programs are tools that should be used to assist in the delivery of a

program of midies but not become the program itseU; (2) technical and

management suppon be available for students using the programs, (3) student
progress be closely monitored to ensure midents maintain a level of achievement
that d l aüow students to maintain a positive attitude, motivating them to fiirther
development, (4) programs should be implemented in such a way that there is a
social context provided for the students. The study M e r suggeaed that this

form of intervention was not necessariiy the most beneficial for ail midents and
that existiag levels of achievement not be the ody criterion used in deciding who
would benefit moa h m this type of intervention. Teachers mua be cautioned
against the indiscriminate use of this type of instructionai fonnat.
-1 11-

Given the information gathered in this small study, it must be said that
there may be a place for such compter instruction programs in education, but that
educators at aU Ievels must exercise great caution in deciding the kind and amount
of use made of them in order that the costs for each student be kept to a minimum
and potential benefits realized.

Implications

The underlying concem of this study was that technofogy, presently
available to schooi systems, is rapidly changing how students are taught, what
students are taught, and how students can be taught. In many cases fiscal
consideraiions appear to be outweighing educational concerns and the most
expedient methods are being used. Teachers and educators in general are
responsible for mident progress through the effectiveness of instruction and they
need to play a leading role in understanding and deciding how cornputers can bea
assist in the leaniing process. It is the business of schools, including teachers,
adminiarationand at this point in the evolution of our educational system, parents
and parent councils, to ensure that matnids are appropriate as weil as effective.

The implications for instruction fiom this inquhy suggea that wing CAI
programs is not, as it was supposed, totaily positive or torally negative. There are

so many factors involved in the successfùl use of CA1 programs that taken
individually are simple to judge, but taken altogether paint an entirely Merent
picture for each individual user. Two essential elements of effective instruction are
the recognition of the individuai as a whole and the presence of a social climate
-1 12-

conducive to leaming.
Individuality is an important factor in learning and responding to individuai
needs is an apparent failing, suggested by the limited implementation of this CA1
program. Teachers have learned to consider each student as well as the whole

class and are constantly loohg for ways to focus education on the needs and
interests of the individual, while serving the needs of the class. CA1 prograrns may
not do this sufficiently weU enough to be relied upon as the designers and
publishers would have us believe.
Another major problem with this CAI program is the lack of social
interaction and support, so important to leaming of any sort. It has been stated
that some students perform better when they are removed from distractions

present in the social environment of a classroom. However, fieedom âom social
intaference may quickiy him to isolation where leamed theories c m o t be tested
with peers.

The experience of the six students in this study indicated that this particular
program, as it was implemented, does not support many current theories of
leanllng. It is not studenttentered and does not appear to provide enough control

over the leaniing environment for students to progress at the rate they wish. The
content and interest do not corne ffom the midents. Even when they are given the
option to select readings for themselves the scope of selections is program driven.

The stated objectives drive the program and the program in tum drives the student
and the snident is pigeonholed.

This program gives segmented, piecemeal portions of the whole and
provides no overail picture that represents the value of studying literature and of

reading. An appreciation of the subject as a whole and the part it plays in the Me
of the student c m o t be presented properly with piecaneal skills instruction.
-1 13-

There is no discussion or exchange of ideas with people whom the student
identifles as an authority, or with peers, whom the student recognizes as having

noteworthy opinions. There are no oppominities to "try on" the information. The
program is not able to stimulate pnor knowledge and provide an opportwiity for

spoken language and vocabulary to lead into the reading of a selection. Again the
student needs to hear, from a human voice?ifnot a f d a r and tnisted voice, the
language of the reading and the vocabulary that carries the meaaing of the reading.

Time on task is usually commensurate with success and time on the
computer is usuaiiy commensurate with t h e on task, but since time availability is
one of the biggest s~rnblingblocks in this study, successfUl use of this program
was questionable. The Arnerican bias of this particular program does not

necessarily teach the kind of values and social goals that Canadian parents want

their children to lem. These factors give cause to question the nability of this

panicular CAI program in reading in Canadian schools.
The comerstone concepts of persond values, personal goals, and self-

concepts, fundamentai to construction of attitude (Mathewson, 1994), must
support leaming. They do not appear to be weli accommodated in this program.

Optimal irnplementation of the computer program used in this particular

study is too expensive for most schools and school districts at this point in tirne.
The costs and already over-taxed computer facilities in this particular school made
this impossible. The use that was made of this program did not render particularly
good results, and many difficulties were identified. This program, like any other

educational tooi, has limitations. It is incumbent upon the individual teacher to

know those limitations and make the best use of the tools at hand. CAI programs
are not complete programs of study in themselves and their use should not be a
-1 14-

h e e jerk reaction to fiscal restraints nor should they be used in order for a school

-

division to be considered technologically up to date. There must be a clear

understanding of intended use and adherence to implementation guidelines.

Through many years ofchanging theories and subsequent changes in

rnethodology, educators have found that individuai needs, background, and
intereas are factors that must be considered in order to supply the appropriate
enviromnent and materials for each student to lem. This study has shown that
students at various levels of performance can benefit &om the use of cornputer
assisted instruction programs, to different degrees, but that there are definite
drawbacks and costs. AU of the following factors require fiirther research.
The individuai student was not sufficiently considered

in the development of this strand of the computer program. In this study a
student's personal attributes influenced pedormance. In any such computer
programs these personal factors may be too difficult and cornplex to address.

Anitude. From the study it became apparent that the students who were
self starters and placed a personal value on education did better on this CAI
program than a student who was not a self-starter, or saw no value in formal
schooling. The attitude a student had toward the use of the computer itseifwas
also significant. According to this stt~dy,a student's progress appeared to fd off
with the arnount of fnistration experienced using the computer, that is:

headphones, #110; keyboarding, #115; administration diEculties with the
program, #110 and #111. A student's selficoncept also appeared to play a part in
the success or failure in the use of this CAI program, i.e. # 113. These factors

innuenced the successful use of this pro-1 15-

and require consideration in fimire

design. Classroom performance is conaantly monitored aliowing teachers to keep
students on track, feeling good about themselves, and circumventing Mpediments
to progress. This CAI prograrn did not appear to do this.
The value that the student saw in the prognun was
important but so was the value the student perceived other students saw in the
program. Leaviag the class to go for resource room help appears to have a stigma
attached to it since it singles out the individual student. Optimalfy, ali levels of
student would have access to the prograrn and be slotted into some form of it,
alieviating the negative perceptions.

The structure of the program itself did not appear to
be founded on modem theories of leaniing, as was mentioned, and the cornputer
program was not tuned in to the-management problems, fiom the student's point
of view. Studems needed to work at their own Pace within classroom scheduling
and being rushed or held back was not conducive to real leaming.

.
Motivation
The program itself is impressive
technologicaiiy. It covers skills that midents need, dows for some arnount of
individualization, provides infinite patience and an environment ftee fiom social
intenerence, gives Unmediate feedbaclg and supplies an W t e number of
exercises, according to the designers. But how can a program adapt content to the
changing interests of students on a daily basis? Cornputer prograrns may be
infinitely patient, but do they provide the kind of stimulation each student needs?
Feedback is immediate and testing is not biased, but is the feedback tempered
adequately with encouragement, appropriate to each student at a particular t h e ,
and where is the bias in favor of the student when it is needed?

where is the human and humane face in this form of education?
-1 16-

In other words

L k Fwther investigations must be made into the proper and most
advamageous use ofexisting CA1programs and statements of use rnust be made
explicit to educators. There is linle doubt there is a place for CA1
programs in education, but unless teachers are aware of the pitfds of improper
use, such programs may becorne detrimentai, in spite of o f f e ~ potential
g
benefits.

CA1 programs may be powerful tools of instruction when used appropnately but

cannot be used as a replacement for the classroom setting or expert teaching
(Rude, 1986). Accordhg to Rude (1986), socid-interpersonal relationships play

an important part in al1 leanllng. Microcornputers have a potential for reducing the
interactions among individuals which could produce deleterious effects on the
social and personal environment and success in education. The best use scenario is
stil drill, attemphg to accomplish automaticity to d o w the mident freedom to

cope with larger conceptual issues more effectively in a social s e t h g where real

leamhg takes place.

Limitations and Assurnptions
There were many limitations and assumptions that left questions
unanswered in this study and cause readers to raise other pertinent questions and
perhaps stimulate fùrther research.
nf

Not aii of the test group were able to use the cornputers at

the same tune, meanhg that tirne of day and other activity in the resource room
were not the same for al1 participants and each participant was misshg different

classroom activities. It is assumed that these differences were not significant but
they may had a bearing on the effectiveness of the program.

In the school in which this study was carried out, tirne of day was a major
problem in arranging dots for computer access. There were oniy two work
-1 17-

stations to serve a school of over 400 students and finding any free time was very
difticult. This hampered the program implementation. One computer is designated
upper elementary and the other is primary. Since there is no room for both
computers in the same location, one is in the main part of the resource room,

exposed to all ofthe activity in, and passing by it. The other is in a storage room
that adjoins the resource room containing shelving Ml of resource materiais. The
storage room computer offered only time dots in the moming while the resource
room computer offered dots only in the afternoon. Since so may dots were
required, there was no option but to use both computers. The students could not

be rotated fiom one cornputer to the other as they are not networked and each
student account is fixed in one machine. Therefore a student in a moming dot was
bound to use the storage room and dernoon slots were assigneà to the machine in
the resource room. Students might not have felt cornfortable or were distracted by
the "stuff'on the shelves surrounding the computer in the storage room and by ali
the other students, parents and teachers constantly coming and going from the
resource room. Students in the morning may have had an advantage over students

in the dernoon because language arts instruction took place in the morning.
Students were eesh starting the day. There was less pressure in the moming
because students fiom the rest of the school, who would have used the computer
before or after those involved in the intervention, often did not show up in the
momings, and the intervention students could sometimes extend their tirne. The
resource room was umaiiy busier in the aftemoon with more students, parents
coming for parent-teacher conferences, and clinicians meeting with the resource
teacher. The resource people were more tied up with meetings and not available
to help students having difnculty usiing the computer at this tirne. The afternoon

was seen as a less favorable time to be out of class since this was the tirne when, in
-118-

nudents' opinion, 'easief subjects are covered, whereas rnomlligs are when most of
the 'hard' work is done. Therefore t h e of day mattered because of location,
disruptions, length of time on computer, and what was missed fiom class, affecting
performance results.

fime The length of tirne the students were exposed to the
program was very short. The lack of technicd avaiiability and the length of CAI
program exposure varied, depending on individual absenteeism during the study.

P m m a M u Students
~
had the research explained to them and their
participation was strictly voluntq, but some had more persona1 enthusiasm for
participation than others. Some participated pady because their parents felt it
would be a good experience for them.
DDifrent levels of exposure to generai cornputer use
and familiarity with computer fiinctions varied w i t b the group as did the socio-

economic backgrounds of the students. Since cornparisons between snident
achievement were made, student background became important. Some snidents
had access to cornputers at home prior to the intervention and their level of
wmputer literacy helped them.

.

*

11 t a s assumed that the testins twls were

employed and functioned comctly, the results obtained were valid, and the
observations noted by the researcher supported and vdidated the course progress.
It was further assumed that the individual role of teacher and resource personnel

admininering the program were cam'ed out weli enough that student results were

not more Uifluenced than they are in the usual management of the CA1 program. It
was funher assumed that raidability and grade level appropriateness of the

program was as claimed and that student interaction with the program was not

hampered by any physical ditnculties the student may have been experiencing.
-1 1%

LocationThe fact that the cornputers had to be in a centrai
location in order to serve the entire school meant that they could not be in the
students' homeroom. This created another problem. Resource stafTwas often too
busy to monitor or help students, and there was ofien, especidiy with the weaku
students, a tendency to be distracted. The focus group discussions indicated this
cleariy. The benefit of CA1 programs for remediation became questionable at this
point.

L m g b s f ~The length of exposure was short at best for this
m d y but the availabiüty of computers and in particular for this program is one of

the real problems in using CA1 programs effectively. ïhe manual for Reading

Investigations States that the best results can only be achieved with maximum time
on the machine, but the program purchase pria, and cost of the yearly site licenses
makes having enough prognuns available for a whole class fiscaiiy impossible.
Finding enough tirne to spare, fiom an aiready crarnmed full day, made it
difncult to provide access for the individual student to use the program efféctively.

. .

Self-motivation. Lack of seif motivation, it seems, is often the causative
factor in poor progress and the need for remediation. To put someone on a
program of this kind without the self motivation to work at it, is to handicap the

effort fiom the start. Students #114 and #115 were a good example of this. They
were both considered average students at the stm of the progrm. According to

program results of the course and grouping reports the achievements of student
#114 outmipped #115. Student #114 achieved 67% and 73% on course and
grouping reports while student H l 5 achieved 50% and 49%. Student # I l 5 put in
385 minutes and #114 put in 374 minutes but #Il4 was fat more seEmotivated

and commined to learning than #115. She did not jus go through the motions,
she appears to have benefited fiom this expenence. Even the incentives of
-120-

rnissing some tirne in class not having someone constantly monitoring engaged

tirne, and having parents who were enthused about this program was not enough
extemal motivation to keep the unmotivated shident on task and achieving as well
as he should have.

In light of the contemporary technology bandwagon in which CD-ROM
based cumculum matends are being extoiied, this study argues, at the very least,
that caution is in order. @. Hlynka, personal communication, September 13,
1999)
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EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION FORMAT

PRE & POST TREATMENT
QUESTIONNAIRES

POSTTEST X BOLD

PRETEST O itaiics

WHAT YOU THINK
These questions wül show me the kind of leamhg you enjoy most and how
you would like to be taught. It is not a test and there are no right or wrong
answers. 1am asking for your opinion. Think cacefULty about each question before
you m e r it and be as honest as you cm. Check off the blank that you think best
describes how you feel.

1. Do you enjoy using the cornputer?

- - - -

2. Do you like writing out your stones
on the computer?

- - - - -

3. Do you like reading other peoples'
aories on the cornputer rnonitor?

-

- - - - -

4. Do you like reading your own

aories on the cornputer monitor?

- - - - -

5. Have you used a computer much
this year outside of school?

- - - - -

6. Do you find it fiustrating when you can't make the
computer do what you want it to?
-

- - - -

7. lfyou had difnculty with some work would you WIe
to work on the computer for practice?
-

-

-

-

8. Do you find it easy to understand

- - - - -

written instructions on paper?
9. Do you find it easy to understand written

- - - - -

instructions on the computer monitor?
10. Would ~

O k
U

e to spend more time doing your

-

work on the computer?

-

11. Do you sometimes need help fiom someone
to understand Mitten instructions?

- - - - -

12. If ~ O were
U
given a choice would you sooner like to work with a computer
- - -- than another student?
-130-

13. Do you sometirnes find yourself not paying attention
to what is being talked about in class?
- - -

14.Do you think you would fmd gming instruction from the
computer more imeresting than from a tacher? - -

--

- - -

15. Do you find it di£ficdt to ask your teachers or other students

for help understanding things?

- - - - -

16. Do you thhk you would find it less difncult if you were able to

ask a cornputer?

- - - - -

17. Do you work best in groups, on your own,or with one other person?
18. On the iines beIow teli me, in a few words, how you would Wce to see the

computer used in your education?

SELF CONCEPT

PRE AND POST TREATMENT SURVEYS

STUDENT #
PRETEST O and iralics
POSTTEST X AND BOLD

Answer the questions by circhg the response that best describes how you
think you have been doing in school in the last 6 weeks. Sometimes there may be
more than one response that describes you. You may circle more than one. When
there is a blank line, fill in with your own answer.
1. How would you rate yourseîf as a reader?

-a) above average

-b) average

-c) below average

2. H o w much change has there been in your reading in the last few weeks?

-a) getting much better -b) getting better -c) staying the same d

) gening
worse

3. How have you been doing in your midies in general in the 1st few weeks?

-a) very good

-b) good

-C) average

-d) poor

4. In what classroom situations have you been doing the best work?

-a) in a group

-b) with a partner

c) on my own

5. In group projects, 1 think some other students Wre to work with me because ...
a) I do my share of the work. -

b) 1encourage them to do weli. c) I contribute good work to the project. d) They wi teii me what to do and 1don't argue. e) Other reason
6. In group projects, 1think some other students donttlike to work with me
because...
a) I dont always do my share of the work b) I dont encourage them tu do weii.
c) I don't let thern have a say in how the project will be done.
d) They think 1c d contnbute good work to the project.
e) ûther reason

-

-
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-

7. 1 like working on the computer because...

a) 1can go as fast or as slow as 1want. b) 1can make as many mistakes as 1want and no one else knows. C) 1can ask questions and the computer always explab them to me. d) 1don't have to work with anyone else. e) 1 can do the work that the cornputer gives me and
get most of it right. 8. I don't like working on the computer because...

a) I can't go very fast and it is hstrating. b) It doesn't seern to matter if1 do weU or poorly,
no one else is watching. c) I can't ask questions because the computer doesn't
aiways explain to me. d) 1 can't work or share with anyone else. e) 1 can't aiways do the work the computer gives me and get most of it
wrong.

-

9. The thing that 1 like best about using the computer is that ...
10. The thing that I don't like about using the computer is that...

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS

What do you think of computer use in ducation?
What do you think of the Columbia Program (this is the terni the students

know it by, it is reaiiy the Reading Investigations, Successmaker)?
What is wrong with it for you? (re: program fiom Q.# 2)
What is good about it for you? "

II

What did it seem to teach you?
What did it seem not to teach you?

Could you understand it?

How could/would you improve it (for yourself)?
Frustrations? did you have any hstrations ushg it?
How many times did you miss going?

Did the surroundings bother you?

When were you happy/unhappy about going?
What do you thînk of computer use in general?

If you had to l e m something specific, would you use a cornputer, teacher,
or other?

How do you now feei about working on your own?

ûther impromptu questions and discussion occurred with the general

information that emerged.

